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TRUNK LINE ELECTRIFICATION 

By James THERON Roop 

Professor of Electrical Engineering 

The clectrification of the existing steam railway continuity of operation of the electric locomotive as 

lines is the greatest work now facing the engineering compared with the steam locomotive, particularly in 

world. Tremendous single hydroelectric developments, regions having severe winters. Other conditions, such 

such as that of the St. Lawrence River, marvelous as freedom from smoke or safer operation through a 

bridges like those soon to be constructed between New tunnel, may at times dictate the electrification of 

York City and New Jersey over the Hudson and over part of a system or terminal, but other than this, 

the bay at San Francisco will come to completion, every projected electrification must show that increased 

from time to time, but the greatest, wide-flung engi- returns will be had. The cost of an electrified railroad 

neering project of the near future, dealing, as it does, will always be greater than that of a steam line and 

with stupendous construction and operation problems, the capital for such extra construction cost can only 

is that of electric rail transportation. It is a question be had if it can be shown that it will be justified, that 

which concerns not simply the United States or even the increased overhead charge arising from this added 

America alone. It will tremendously influence trans- cost will be more than offset by the gain in net reven- 

portation on every continent and in practically every ue resulting from the electrification. 

country in the world. Ultimately there will hardly be There are chiefly two things today which stand in 

a rail line or system that is not directly concerned in the way of rapid expansion of electrification. The first 

it. The developmental work, no matter where done, is that of cost of construction and the accompanying 

will, in each case, help to bring about in the world a difficulties of financing. Before the war broke out, a 

letter and better system of electric railway transpor- number of roads had their plans practically completed 

tation. It will be the carrying on of the pioneer work for early electrification. But the great rise in cost of 

ef Stephenson to higher and higher stages of perfec- materials and the practical impossibility of obtaining 

tion. the capital required has forced the laying aside of the 

If this is not to be merely a dream, a phantasy of plans for the present. The high cost of junking the 

some visionary, then electrification must justify itself present steam locomotives also adds to this cost. If it 

in terms of dollars and cents, either directly in trans- were possible to transfer such replaced locomotives to 

portation costs or else in some other way to which the systems not yet electrified, and so on until they were 

world gives such valuation. Of this there can be no completely worn out, this added cost could be largely 

question. Like the question of making two blades of done away with. Theoretically such locomotives could 

grass grow where one sprung before, electrification be passed from road to road with each electrification, 

must transport two passengers or two tons of goods _ finally passing to the scrap heap, or else retained for 

where only one had previously been carried, or else use on such railway branch lines where electrification 

it must carry the one at a lower cost than ever before. would not pay. Practically it can not be worked out as 

\s compared with steam traction, electrification must easily as this, since each road or system at present . 

show more transportation for less cost. In other words, seems to feel that there must be some particular type of 

it must, primarily, give a smaller cost per passenger- steam locomotive especially fitted to its requirements. 

mile or per ton-mile of transportation if it is to justify Possibly a greater extent of government direction 

its being. This it may do through higher schedule speed which seems likely to come about may serve to reduce 

in miles-per-hour, giving more frequent service; through this absurd condition. 

faster acceleration and quicker braking, permitting The second, and, in many ways, the more serious 

faster local service as well as closer headway between obstacle lies in the fact that the engineers can not come 

trains; through greater drawbar pull, allowing the before the bankers or the investing public today and 

running of longer and heavier trains at relatively high say that there is a one best system of electrification. 

speeds, especially in mountainous districts, and at The most they can say is that there are two or three 

the same time reducing the train operation labor char- systems now in operations each of which is giving good 

ges; through the lowering of maintenance charges of results, both in operation and in financial returns. But 

locomotives, cars, and tracks; through the more certain if there is no best system, how can the ones who put 

\
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up the money know that perhaps over night a new, The system of alternating current generation with 
better, less expensive type of electrification may not substation conversion has the great advantage that 
come into existence? Then where will their investments only one or more large stations need be built. On the 
be? The unbiased engineer has to admit the truth of other hand, through the use of substations, the total 
this. He must freely admit that there is at present no required kilowatt capacity of apparatus on the system 
wholly satisfactory electrification system, taking as a may be increased from 50 to 150 per cent over that of 
whole, transmission, motor, and control. How shall the straight direct current system. The substations are 
the motor be mounted—concentric with or off set from expensive to build, are costly to operate on account of 
the driving axles? And if off set, what shall be the the high labor charge, and there is an energy loss in 
method of drive—gear or connecting rod? With such the conversion from alternating to direct current that 
questions not yet satisfactorily answered, it is no great may run from 15 to 50 per cent. The use of rotary 
wonder that the investing public has not come freely converters rather than motor-generator sets has cut 
forward, especially since in their partial know- down somewhat the energy loss as well as the cost of 
ledge of the conditions they seem to feel that some in- construction. The new type of automatic substation 
vention or improvement may come about which will coming into use has reduced the cost of construction 
bring to pass at once a really best system and that as well as the cost of maintenance. 
therefore their investment in the old, unimproved sys- From the standpoint of starting and running torque 
tem will become lost. And it is not beyond belief that as well as of speed control, both starting and running, 
such a discovery may come about. the series-wound, direct current motor is superior to 

The first electric locomotives used on the Baltimore any other known motor for traction purposes. At pres- 
and Ohio railway were of the storage battery type and ent, however, it is limited to about 750 volts per motor, 
were used to draw trains through a smoky tunnel. They — this limit being set by inherent commutation conditions. 
were not a success from the point of view of cost of For higher voltages, the motors are used in series, and 
maintenance and they seem to have made it clearly the generators supplying the current must also be 
evident that storage battery electrification is a practical series connected. Inherently this is a rather poor ar- 
impossibility. Again, quite extensive experience has Tangement but it has worked out rather surprisingly 
been had with the gasoline electric locomotive, where well. 
a constant speed gasoline engine drives an electric gen- At present the highest trolley voltage in use, that of 
erator which supplies electric energy to motor drives the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul road, is 3000. 
on the trucks. Here, too, the cost of maintenance has But even this voltage is not high enough, and closely 
been too excessive to make the system a success for spaced substations are required. What is wanted is di- 
any thing except, possibly, special operating conditions, rect current systems carrying voltages of the order of. 
such as a short branch line carrying little or no freight. twelve to fifteen thousand. A direct current motor has 

There then remains only the systems supplying to recently been experimented with which will operate at 
the locomotive external electric energy through some 12,000 volts, but it is of the separately excited type, a 
method of current collection, third rail, or over-head motor which does not have a starting torque satisfac- 
system. tory for railway use. If, however, there could be de- 

Two direct current systems have been tried out so veloped a direct current, series-wound motor capable 

far, using the direct current series-wound motor. Here f operating at 10,000 volts or over, substations could 
the current may either be generated as direct current be largely done away with; large capacity, low unit 
and be fed directly into the overhead or third rail sys- St generating stations could be erected; the overhead 
tem, or it may be generated as alternating current, "4 feeder copper could be greatly reduced, and a low- 
preferably three-phase, carried over high tension trans- st cost, higher efficiency electrification would be Bos> 
mission lines to substations, where it is converted to Sible. Whether such ¢ high voltage series motor will 
direct current, and then fed to trolley or third rail. The ¢Vet be available is questionable. 
first way is not very satisfactory since the trolley or One type of single phase, alternating current electric 
third rail drop makes it necessary to have generating tailway system, and one type of combined single phase, 
stations at frequent intervals. This makes the system three phase system are in present use; neither of them 
very expensive, since the stations would be relatively is wholly satisfactory, largely on account of the char- . 
small and therefore relatively high in operating costs acteristics of the motor used. The New York, New 
because of higher first cost per kilowatt capacity, lower Haven, and Hartford line uses rr1,000_ volts, single 
operating efficiency, and higher labor charge per kil- phase, with overhead current collection from a single 
owatt-hour output. The higher the direct current vol- Wire,—the two rails forming the return circuit. A low 
tage, the farther apart can the stations be put; and the potential, series-wound, alternating current motor with 
greater their individual capacity, the lower the unit its magnetic circuit completely laminated is fed from 
construction and operation costs. The 600-volt system an auto-transformer placed on the locomotive. The sys- 
requires stations to be placed at intervals of about tem, though not ideal, is fairly satisfactory. The chief 
twelve miles, but with voltages of 1200, 1500, 2400, or trouble is in the series, alternating current, commu- 
3000 the spacing can be greatly increased. (Concluded on Page 88)
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THE ENGINEERS WESTERN TRIP 

By Frepertck J. Moriervus, Senior Mechanical 

AND 

Earn M. Prerrner, Senior Electrical 

The mechanicals were up on the second floor of the that went no further than a few yells at one of the 

E. B. (at least a part of them were) working at Steam show houses. The boys claimed the show was so bad 

| and Gas 105, figuring away for fare-thee-well as is that it took the pep out of them. Pat, Gus, and Johnny 

| the custom there, (?) when in walked Gus Larson were not in evidence either evening in Milwaukee but 

with a stack of mimeographed notes. “Well,” said Gus, no doubt they were out looking up old acquaintences. 

“Here is the dope on the trip. It speaks for itself; just Gus told us before we left Madison that in the old 

read it. All I want to say is that you fellows should days they used to go through the Pabst Brewery as a 

remember to uphold the fair name and reputation of regular part of the trip and watch the raw materials 

Wisconsin (howl of delight intercedes here), behave start at the top, come down step by step, and finally 

like gentlemen, and remember to keep your coat tails come out as the finished product. Incidentally, samp- 

from getting clipped in the swinging doors.” (sky- ling the product was a standard feature of the trip. 

rocket for Gus) Milwaukee is a great manufacturing center and we 

About two days later, Pat Hyland mentioned to a were out to see it. Allis-Chalmers interested us the 

couple of M. most, due no 

Es that he doubt to 

was going on ; : a. teel Plant of ory 7 Be Eg regis, ee its reputation 

the trip. ee : x a V4 and also to 

“Well,” ask- ce. ee = [Seg . ' tag the fact that 

ed the M. ee 1 | er ae fil 4s we got a free 
Pe Winn a eR a pRihe ea ne 

E.’s, “Do you ‘ eee AN ipa ee tee ee Ce neae ns nee: feed there. 

know what a pedo ae etal bb ee The fam- 

Gus has to nes HG > ae | « ous Nord- 

say about ; La a A me berg Com- 

that ?” / si eecaaetai “ho bear p Fred ae A i a pany showed 

“Yea,” said |e aaa re gen Sigg eae us how hoists 

Pat, “He’s a Tic a pieeetucchls Boke! 1s Oo = 4g | and Diesel 

fine fellow to | #95. aaa tien nts hia { a engines were 

advise the |aaRN Ly ee EL Ah heaton 5 a Bat / | x | made and op- 

boys; you dk aaa ire lt #. <! erated (See 
usually find \ i iy os ea _ £ ye i remark about 

Mm aibitie Cs ss Fe ee Fi Koch later.) 

other end of Se abana = oi ZY SS] 4 =. —_ ES Ed a The Nash 

the bar.”” And | ayes “ E yas wi Bx Z a for ic Cor dum peri Lakeside | and Lafay- 

there you Md A ee aA SSS oo. ape | ette Motors 

have it; these Aue ce ws ie | Ss 1k A ee | finished the 

two chaper- Ue i oe ; i Fo ke day. By the 

ones nobly dense aa | lial gm J prea D onlah> zeal that Al- 

assisted by Hoe ar | | | ii .. # a ual berts showed 

Me Naul, a — ae ee ign Psi Bi fii at the La- 

Price, “Ken” si : i Z caiman ER we should 

Scott, and Just ro Recaty tHe Trip. judge that 

“Eddy” Ben- Harry is go- 

nett started the boys off on the western inspection trip, ing to give us a ride in a Lafayette some day. 

“western” in the sense that we went eastward, but When Quammen arrived at the Lakeside station the 

west of where the eastern trip went. And we went next morning, we saw the thing that Milwaukee is 

west of cast, but cast of here with the best gang of now becoming famous for—the pulverized fuel power 

chaperons that ever went to the Columbia down in house of the street railway company. “Bill” Schubert, 

Chicago, or to any other Columbia. senior M. E., was one of our guides. Bill is an old 

In Milwaukee everybody spent nice quiet evenings timer at Lakeside and was all set and loaded with in- 

expecting to spend all spare money when Chicago was formation when we got there. Bill told us everything 

reached. “Hot Dog” Czerwonky got a part of the gang from the fact that the efficiency of the boiler, furnace, 

together one evening to go out and let Milwaukee and and grate is 88% to the fact that by rearranging some 

Marquette know that Wisconsin was in town, but even of the apparatus during the preceding year, they had
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increased the overall efficiency of the plant by forty that Prof. Withey must have worked for this concern 
pereent of its former value. Gus Larson emphasized when he originated the famous “53” definition about 

that in general this was the sort of thing that we should the “calcining to insipient fusion an intimate and prop- 

do in order to have a good power plant, and then in erly proportioned mixture of agillacious and calcareous | 

order to show us what not to do, he took us over to materials with no additions --etc. etc.” This concern | 

the Commerce Street station of the same company. treated us royally by handing out coveralls and caps 

In Kenosha we visited the American Brass Company of various sizes and descriptions (see picture), so that 

where we were greeted by a pretty young stenog. who we were quite minus the college aspect when we went 

opened a window and yelled, “Hurrah for Eckersall,” through the shops. After we got into the plant the 

and then sought refuge in the arms of the nearest pen- dust was so thick that we couldn’t see a light fifty 

pusher. .\fter seeing how brass rods, channels, and feet ahead and we soon knew just why we got the 

tubes were made, we hiked over to the Simmons plant “uniforms”. That, with a visit to the Western Electric 
ta see how beds were made. After seeing the works, Company just about finished the trip for us. 

: Sing Why We Didn't Stay Longer 

os A mechanical at the Gary Steel mills asked what 

. = | 3 : was done with the “ignutz” (He has passed to a better 
.' . 's, = x ae 4 ‘ 3 world so we will mention no names.) ’Tis said that an 

1 - € LSE : €) outraged “ignutz” turned livid with internal heat, and 
me Set Wn, ES 4; 7) up and socked him. (Good work, ignutz). 

\ bh: oy 3 | B / Ie Electrical—looking at a commutator upon which a 

g zi yy G steel ring had been shrunk to prevent springing of 

/ mie a) the segments, necessarily dividing the brush into two 

parts— “Is this the negative brush and this the posi- 
®Ocr Facurry Suepurrpvs. A full house — Three tive?” (alternately pointing at the two parts of the 

electricals and a pair of mechanicals. brush). When this boy was last heard from he had 

Pat Hyland amused himself for a while by bouncing joined the House of David to hide his face from the 
around on a newly designed grade “AA” bed spring, sight of mankind. 

guaranteed to be as fine a spring as any man cares to Bopf — At the American Steel and Wire Works 
sleep on. Pat said that the spring was O. K. Some of looking at the D. C. motors, “At what power factor 

| us think that Pat could get a royalty if it were called do these motors operate?’ One more like that, Bopf, 
the “Hyland” spring, and if Pat’s signature and _pic- and you're elected! 
ture were placed on the rear page of the Saturday And again at the Lakeside plant—Bopf—inspecting 
Evening Post. Pat is sure that a bed spring is a good magnetic separator—‘What is the efficiency of this 
problem in design. You unfortunate junior mechani- separator ?” 
cals! The spring cutting machines are a good problem Attendant, “Why, efficiency, what do you mean?” 
in automatic machinery for the senior mechanicals Bopf, “How much coal is removed with the iron?” 
according to the same authority, so it behooves them (Bopf explained later that he was mistaken on the 

| to be careful also. magnetic properties of coal) 
-\iter passing through Wilbur Glenn Voliva’s home 

town without getting pinched, the gang reached Wau- Minh... SS. 2 eae 
| kegan, but failed to see the marrying parson. After be- ee ae I salen ee tiai acl 

ing exposed to an atmosphere saturated with the fam- perio ss Rig a me 
ous wire-drawing lubricant known as “sour flour water” i a on cf i. an ‘ 5 : rf 
and to an acoustic rehearsal of the great world war ~ : a Rare ay a ov ae 
in the nature of a few dozen nail machines hitting on i § ce & K] ¥ | Y | cE ) fei ae 
all six at the American Steel and Wire Works we <a oe | a 
were pretty tired. Most of us slept on the way to ; i B., od [ a | 
Chicago. j Pie r 4 ae . a | 

When we hit Chi. the boys were more or less awake : 
during the daytime, but all were there at night. The se : jee ae 
Passing Show took its nightly quota until Rosecky saw o : a oy o ay 
it and started to pass judgment upon it. From then on to — 
the ticket scalpers began filing bankruptcy papers. Joe Some or tHe Western PItcrims 
claims that after he gets out of Wisconsin his first To “Smoky” Smonjeski goes the prize to be award- 
real job will be to produce a good show,—one that will ed the best note taker. The first morning, at the Falk 
knock ’em all dead. Company, he asked the guide enough questions to 

Some time was spent at the Buffington plant of the make a veteran department store floor walker cash in, 
Universal Portland Cement Co. We assured ourselves (Continued on Page 86)
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THE RECLAMATION OF CRANK CASE OIL 

By WittiamM E. OUWENEEL 

Senior Chemical 

Although petroleum is one of our most recently the amount of vapor which escapes from the cylinder. 

discovered natural resources, it is one whose extinc- Crankcase oil is peculiar in that it becomes less viscous 

tion is already being seriously discussed. The Geo- upon use and that it carries minute carbon particles 

logical Survey reports that a big fraction of the in suspension. It is quite likely that all oils which be- 

domestic petroleum is gone. Whether the fraction is come heated in use are subject to oxidation which 

| one-third, as present knowledge seems to indicate, or raises the acidity of the oils. Besides the chemical 

: is one-fourth or even one-fifth makes no difference in changes noted above, water, dirt, and grit may lower 

: the consideration demanded by the situation”. Although — the quality of the oil. 

| it is well known that the annual production of petrol- In all suggested methods of recovery the reasonable 

| eum has increased greatly, the figures in table 1 may assumption is made that “oil knows no fatigue’. It is 

aid in realizing its surprising growth. assumed that the portions which have not been carbon- 

| as ized, oxidized, or cracked are unchanged in physical 

TABLE 1. properties. There are numerous appliances being mar- 

Annual Production Of Petroleum In The keted today which are designed to lengthen the life of 

United States oil used in high-speed machinery. They are used with 

1880 _-.--.-... 26,000,000 barrels. force-feed circulation systems and usually include 

1890 ---------- 45,000,000 barrels. trays and filters which mechanically purify the oil. 

1900 ~--------- 63,000,000 barrels. The oil flows slowly over shallow trays and drops the 

1905 ---------- 134,000,000 barrels. sludge and water. It finally passes thru a cloth filter 

1910 ---------- 209,000,000 barrels. and is then sent back to the machine. 

1915 ---------- 281,000,000 barrels Such a method of continous purification obviously 

1920 ~--------- 442,000,000 barrels. could not be applied to an automobile. Such an appar- 

192I ~--------- 472,000,000 barrels. atus must be quiet and, moreover, does not remove 

os . ‘ the main cause for deterioration in crankcase oil: 

The actual consumption for 1921 was 530,000,000  yamely, dilution by gasoline. An appliance has been 

barrels, indicating, if we neglect the difference in re-  geyised to act as an “automatic, continuous, crankcase 

serves at the beginning and end of the year, that about 9 refiner”, In this device the oil is drawn from the 

11% of our supply was imported. crankcase, passed thru a heater around the exhaust 

In the western part of the United States there is an pipe, filtered, freed from volatile matter by its own 

abundance of oil shale, but the process of extracting heat, cooled, and sent back to the crankcase. The dis- 

and refining the oil is still in the experimental state, tillation takes place in a tank similar to a vacuum 

and shale oil must be regarded as a product of the tank, and the vapors pass thru the carburetor to the 

future rather than as a means already available for engine. The tank is operated automatically much as 

supplementing the petroleum from the wells. the vacuum feed tank. The actual merits of this sys- 

In 1921, 12,600,000 barrels, 42 gallons each, of tem appear to be somewhat in doubt. Improvements 

lubricating oil were consumed in this country, while in have been proposed to prevent the kerosene from reach- 

1922 the amount rose to 14,900,000 barrels. Assuming ing the crankcase, but these devices are not in general 

that there are 12,000,000 automobiles in this country, use, and it may be assumed necessary to remove the 

it is quite safe to say that one-third of the lubricating kerosene from used automobile oils in order to bring 

oil, or about 5,000,000 barrels annually, is used in back the original viscosity. 

automobile engines. Practical methods for the recovery of crankcase oil 

When in use the properties of lubricating oil change may be divided into two classes: (1) those treating 

for several reasons. Oil which is circulated by force- the oil just as crude petroleum, and (2) those purify- 

feed lubricating systems thru high-speed machinery ing the oil by means of steam. 

becomes more viscous with use; this is said by some Near Toledo, Ohio, a plant has been established 

to be due to oxidation, and may eventually form a which is now running 200,000 gallons of waste crank- 

tarry deposit known as sludge. Crankcase oil in auto case oil monthly. The oil is collected throughout ad- 

engines deteriorates mainly because of carbonization jacent states and after preliminary settling is shipped 

on the walls of the cylinder and dilution by the “heavy to the refinery. In the early part of 1923 they were 

ends” of the gasoline vapor which escapes by the piston paying about 8c per gallon for the waste oil, 4c in 

and is absorbed by the oil. The “heavy ends” also cash and 4c in products. It is claimed that the plant 

lower the flash point of the oil. Probably some crack- was unprofitable because of the low price of crude oil, 

ing of the lubricating oil occurs which tends to dilute it, 3-4 cents, but conditions are improving. It is reported 

but the amount so formed is negligible compared with (Concluded on Page 86)
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THE EASTERN INSPECTION TRIP | 
By Herman K. von Kaas | 

Senior Mechanical | 

live-forty, Iriday, November 16, 1923, saw  thirty- formality over with, we entered a bewildering jumble | 
four senior mechanicals and electricals, with Profes- of conveyors and super-efficient methods that are used | 
sors Rood and Aagaard as chaperones, crowding into in the manufacture of the Universal Car. System, with 
their future home on wheels, stowing away suitcases g capital S, is the keynote of the plant, but, neverthe- 
and overcoats at random, and settling down for what- less, one possibility has been overlooked by the Com- 
ever the future, in the shape of the Eastern Inspection pany. It was pointed out by Dudley that they should 
Trip, held in store for them. The aforesaid “home on oad their box-cars on the run. The power plant was 
wheels” was the Pullman car Bayonne which carried rather attractive in its suiper-spotlessness, and many 

regrets were expressed that it could not be inspected 
, : at closer range than the Ford rules seemed to allow. 

The combination gas-steam engines, which were used 

. ‘ to drive current generators, were an unusual feature. 
At the Connors Creek Station of the Detroit Edison 

. . Company, we visited the first of the many power plants 
Rare. ie | ee cwtligeed we were destined to see during the course of our trav- 

AE Gs al alah BEES 7 els. The electricals had a lot of fun in the switchboard 

i room, while the mechanicals enjoyed the information 
ae ( : they elicited from one of the attendants who told us 

Se q \ that their power factor varied from 90 to IIo per 

cent. We were duly impressed at the super-efficiency 

which the plant displayed. 
: . op Sunday morning found us at Niagara Falls, where 
Some or THe Boys wHo MAbE THE EASTERN TRIP the atmosphere and scenery both were saturated. I 

us “to Buffalo and return.” Some of the crowd fell to might say something about Canada, but Ontario is far 
playing cards, others including Baldy Caldwell, Dudley, from a stage of saturation, according to those who es- 
and such budding,—or shall I say over-ripe—canaries sayed a trial of the cup that cheers. The cheers were 
fell to singing “I wish I had a Red Canoe”, while the 

remainder of us fell into the role of audience. There : i an es 
were hilarious carryings on, but after we left Chicago | — eae So 
the majority decided to get some sleep, which was ee a oe eae 

wise in view of future developments. | be UW Soe a i 
The next morning at Detroit, we set our watches ple | ae in a 

ahead an hour to synchronize with eastern time, and |3 Aes eS ee 
after a hurried breakfast were escorted to the plant SS : ae 

of the Burroughs Adding Machine Company, where eae 24 Fab ea Soe ede 
we had the opportunity of marvelling at the care used Leg a dee Ce | es Sea 
in manufacturing and assembling the myriad parts i oo me OP y é oa ae 
that constitute an adding machine. As it was the first a Ame AAS Eig Be ee eS 
inspection on the list, the gang took notes industrious- i ae ee Alea —— 
ly. The inspection over, our guides threw open the i. h ah. 
sacred portals of the “Executives Dining Room” and 2 2 
set us up to a feed, —just like the kind the Mother aa : : 
makes when you get home for Christmas. It was well 
appreciated, and the spirits of some of the foot-weary Our HOUSE, tHe Music, AND 
ones again soared to heights illimitable. Such are the Henry's HatcHEry 
powers of a good dinner. weak. After a hasty survey of the falls, we bought 

The Ford Motor Company was next in line. We tickets for the Gorge trip and then crossed the famous 
climbed to the top of a double-decked bus, gave two International Bridge and stopped at the plant of the 
varsity locomotives, and settled down to keeping out Ontario Power Company. This was our first glimpse 
the gentle, icy breezes which seemed colder than any- into the big hydro developments, and we showed in- 
thing Madison ever offered. Arriving at the “flivver terest accordingly. After going through the routine of 
hatchery” we went through the novel formality dragging the electricals away from the switchboard 
of certifying that we would not hold the company re- room we again took one of the Gorge cars, and pro- 
sponsible for any injuries which we might receive while ceeded downstream to the Queenstown plant, the con- 
inspecting the home of the “Henries”. This pleasant ductor tearing off parts of our tickets every half mile.
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He couldn’t have worked harder if he had been em- The next day we watched the manufacture of Pierce 
ployed by Henry Ford himself. Arrow Cars, visited the Snow-Holly plant of the 

The stories told by those who made the trip the year Worthington Pump and Machinery Corporation, where 
before prepared us for a two hundred foot climb down we were guests of the company for lunch, and took 
a flimsy stair case at the Queenstown plant, but Otis, a look at the Bethlehem Steel Works at Sackawanna. 
the elevator man, has finally won out, and we found Pittsburgh —- and we entered the land of soiled 
that vertical transportation had been provided. Queens- collars. Wisconsinites from Westinghouse met us at 

| town is “some” place, and we were duly and lastingly the depot, — Rufsvold, Clark, Kuelthau, and Stalker. 
impressed by the size of the project. The view from After looking over the imposing array of Westing- 

the gate house level to the power house at the bottom house products, ranging from electric locomotives to 
of the gorge was particularly impressive. This plant sewing machine motors, we had a get-together dinner 
was operating under the highest head of any along the at the big Westinghouse Cafeteria, with the Wisconsin 
river,—305 feet on the turbines. men from the plant present. It was a real time, — and 
We looked some of 

over numer- [i See Te oe er “MM| 3=6tthose old 

ous other |BQMe Menace EO il dima ice) = boys made us 

plants in and |p ete ee aa ea ee 5 gi OTe per naeega eee situp and 
about the eer foes ora ee fae ae. “phere | §«= take notice 
Falls an d Et — « a7 : a Me Rp 5 aaa ‘ when it came 

ended with eee RT <— Po 0 SE page ee to sing- 
Wi eae oe . pee : 

a visit to ese Sg \ ls Se PO Pere ing Wiscon- 
or 1 Be “Se i, ESaNenkae 2 i | he Home SD ~ : : ay; KY gS ee re sin songs. 

of Shredded Be AD... . eae: But talking 
93 , ao 8 a ae So ary ee . 

Wheat”. We _— > nm : @ ce oe of singing,— 

the lookout ae ie 3 ia Pa car eae taken to 
for the del- es a a oe, see oe : | =the Westing- 
ectably dim- i, ee or ae i a Lf Ti ge Pee house Broad- ° So ee Pe enieay ae Ver’ Sip : pled darl- oe: aN as | el Naa > so ve gees casting Sta- 

ings” which oe Leet ny Po A} tion, KDKA, 
rr ee cee ee : French, ° f . Fe a ee oe. ; : Le ae a and given 

last year’s Vo i ae eo fay a oe oo ba an oppor- 
ee a oA — !)hlU 3 : crew raved Mel: i. | Bo Pe tunity to 

Cee a, Pe oe eae about, but ee. ARR ee PR) vent skyrock- . . ee ee ee “yy either Zieg- a wo | | ea eh ge RS ets and “Var- 
a be pS eM sity” field copped a a a a oo gue} sity” upon 

them all, or 8 ee =. ie the ears of 

French had - oe 2 a ee i thle entire 
: oo ff (7 _ . 

poor eye —— ue ie ie nation. 

sight. Mar- | > | A og a After a 
iotte, in par- a aie long trolley 

ea we A Few or tHe INTERESTING SCENES. ride, inter- 
quite thor- spersed at 

ough in his search, but his efforts were fruitless. Nel- intervals with outbursts of joyous song for the bene- 

son presented his card to one of the biscuit packers, fit of the rest of the passengers, we finally unloaded 

who unfortunately was interested primarily in her at McKeesport. Here we visited the National Tube 

work. The plant is an excellent example of a modern Works, which, so far as steel making goes, were 
sanitary food factory. similar to Lackawanna Steel at Buffalo. The method 

Sightseeing at the Falls occupied the rest of the af- of rolling pipe over mandrels was, however, novel 

ternoon, and at seven we left for Buffalo, where we and spectacular, and a ond, eal of time was Oe 

arrived in time for some of the ambitious ones to 1” that department. The Explosions: ee Raia, i € 

take in a show. Upon their return late at night, they Process were a continual at the 2 ele a 
had to make a thorough search of the Buffalo yards caused Baldy to wonder what tne ie workmen did 

in order to find the Bayonne, which had been moved for excitement on the Fourth o . July. 
so that the battery could be recharged. During the A long sleepy ride back to Pittsburgh, all of us by 
two days sojourn at Niagara Falls, the storage battery this time learned to perfection the art of slumbering 

had run down to such an extent that the lights were en route — a vigorous removal of the accumulation of 
so dim that Miller could not differentiate between a dirt, which had showered down upon us, and we were 
king and an ace. (Continued on Page 87)
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A COMPARISON OF OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENGINEERING GRADUATES 

WITH LARGE AND SMALL PLANTS 

By Joe Rosecxy 

Senior Mechanical 

The engineering field is a very wide one, and dif- They are sometimes accused of exploiting college 

ferent capacities are needed in the diverse parts com- graduates, of offering opportunities in no way 

posing it. No special system of engineering training comparable with those open to them in a smaller 

can be arranged to meet all of its demands. The fact plant. The accusation, while having some justification, 

that all engineers do not become successful in the is fundamentally wrong since it furnishes the only 

engineering profession can be attributed to lack of practical means of obtaining the necessary high calibre 

facilities for preparation. Not all graduate engineers men. The personal relations existing between em- 
will become engineers. Some will fail due to a lack ployees are not as close as they are in smaller plants. 

of capacity or opportunity, while others will naturally The range of acquaintanceship is many times limited to 

drift to occupations allied to engineering. only one department. So too is the acquaintanceship 

Despite its very commercial and utilitarian character, with the manufacturing methods employed in the plant. 

a large manufacturing concern offers abundant oppor- It is true that the college graduate does not get into 

tunities for the graduate engineer. The success of an personal touch with the executives. Its large scope 

individual here depends mostly on his own ability. makes it practically necessary for him to obey others 

The advancement of men is an impersonal proposition until he is promoted into the responsible positions him- 
to the executives. The man must make good if he is self. In this way he is cramped in the working out 

to get ahead. Because of the number of men employed, of his own ideas—again proving that exceptional abil- 

it is reasonable to state that only the men of excep- ity is required for success. It is natural that his ideas 
tional ability or training will find in a large plant the must conform with the general policies of the concern. 

opportunities they require. The average man is lost In concluding the discussion of the opportunities of- 
among his fellow employees. His work is only of fered by a large plant, the question of salary might 
average quality and the executive cannot distinguish be briefly touched. In general the initial salary is less 
it from the rest. than in-a smaller plant, but if the graduate has ability 

The large plants offer, however, a very diversified and is willing to work, his prospects are more attrac- 

field. Much of the scientific investigation undertaken tive here, and he has practically unlimited room for 
in engineering lines is made by large modern corpor- expansion. 

ations. This field possesses a fascination all its own The small plant presents many features that are 
for the man interested in such work. The large finan- not present in a large one. The man of average ability 

cial backing enables them to afford large laboratories is more apt to succeed in a small plant. Exceptional 

where all efforts are directed along research lines. men are soon recognized and because of the relatively 

Thoroughness is made possible in all the departments few men in responsible positions, are placed where 
and the latest methods of production are used. One their ability can be utilized. Here the men are less 

instance of the thoroughness with which problems are restrained since the policies of a small plant are not, 
attacked is afforded by the case of the turbine. as a rule, so constrained as in a large plant. The 

Millions were spent and are being spent in perfecting relationship existing between owner and = em- 

it, not in empirical experimentation but in practically ployee is personal. This may often lead to petty 

testing the thermodynamic views of turbine engineers. jealousies among the employees. It should not be as- 

The large plant has been likened to a college, where stmed, however, that all the responsible positions are 

the men pass from one department to the next. In held by friends or relatives of the owner, since it is 

sifting out the good men, the whole group of newly to the advantage of the company to use the ability and 
employed graduates are passed upon and the men foresight of its men to the best possible advantage. 

found lacking in ability are transferred to other de- The work is more diversified although the oppor- 

partments. Thus in time the graduate engineer taking tunities in any one field may be smaller. To a man 

an apprentice course has had experience in all the naturally possessing the ability of mingling with men 

departments, and if he has shown a fair degree of it offers, perhaps, a better opportunity to the graduate 
intelligence is allowed to stay in the department in since it is by close relations between employer and 
which he wishes to specialize. The work itself is of employee that best results are obtained. For the re- 

an impersonal nature, consisting greatly of routine search man the field in small plants is very limited— 
work—work that does not often require much educa- the only opportunities offered being those relating to 

tion. The fact that large companies employ men for the manufacture of finished ideas. Because of its pe- 

such positions is largely accounted for, noting that it culiar nature, it offers more opportunity to the man 

is practically their only means of selecting their execu- who understands a process of manufacture as a whole 

tives, (Concluded on Page 84)
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SUGGESTIONS FOR ENGINEERING STUDENTS 

By L. T. Socarp 

Senior Civil 

An engineer’s room is his office; his own study simplicity itself. If you are skeptical try it on your 

table is the place where he obtains most of his college | Cambria. 

training and knowledge. There, too, he forms his Glue is a prime necessity, yet there probably is more 

habits of studying, of attacking problems, of writing glue borrowed among engineers than cigarettes. It can 

reports. Much of what occurs over that table in his be purchased in tubes, jars, bottles, and jugs ranging 

four years at school will become a part of him, and in price from ten cents to infinity. Why say more? 

| there he will acquire many of his permanent profes- Unless your memory is exceptionally keen, jot down 

| sional habits. your assignments, tasks to be performed, and appoint- 

| Engineering students have much work to do and ments to be kept. A little system in this is a great saver 

in order to do good work they must function efficiently. of time and worry. Have some sort of a daily date-pad 

A few suggestions gleaned from the writer’s four years on your desk on which you can note, at any time, for 

at college, plus those he has gathered from observation any day, anything from a reminder to buy some more 

of other engineering students, are presented in the shoestrings to an appointment with the governor of 

hope that they may help others, especially underclass- the state. Assignments, if kept together in chronolog- 

men, in getting their school affairs in such shape that ical order, are a great aid in reviewing for quizzes. 

they may work to better advantage. The practice of marking them in texts is often mislead- 

Order is essential. Chaos and confusion on the study- ing and is of little value when the book is not followed 

table boost the business of the movies and the pool- in the order in which it was written. One engineer, 

¥oom. It takes all of the ambition out of a fellow to whom I know, sits down at intervals and makes a list 

have to sit down before a cluttered table and endeavor of the reports, problems, and other scholastic work to 

to work. Have your books in some kind of a case or which he has been detailed. This he tacks up in front 

rack, within easy reach, and keep them there always, ex- of him with the additional underscored warning at 

cept when they are in immediate use. the bottom, “Work Like Hell”. As each task is com- 

When you buy supplies, get enough to last several pleted he scratches out its notation. 

months,—better still, a semester. Nothing is more exas- Next to the Pardon-Me-Have-You-A-Match fiend is 

perating to yourself, and to your roommate, than to be the Say-What’s-the-Date-Today roommate. Calendars 

continually out of paper, report covers, pencils, and are as free as the air. If you haven’t got one on your 

other material of which you use a great deal. Buy wall you are either indifferent, dumb, or hopeless. But 

paper clips, fasteners, and thumb tacks by the hundred, if you do own one, don’t commit the unpardonable 

not by the dozen. The chances of having them on hand crime of asking your roommate the date—merely look 

are increased greatly thereby. at the calendar. 

Almost everyone uses some sort of a loose-leaf, ring- Clip-covers for loose sheets provide a satisfactory 

binding notebook. To his notes therein he will often means of keeping current papers. Many carry their 

wish to add miscellaneous sheets which are not punched papers between the leaves of their textbooks. One has 

for the rings. The usual practice consists in forcing only to drop a book so filled but once on some windy 

these sheets over the open edges of the rings with very day and he is immediately converted. Many use the 

unsatisfactory results. An inexpensive paper-punch will leather portfolios, or brief cases, in which they can 

produce an incomparably better job and, furthermore, readily transport books, papers, slide-rule, and instru- 

insure the permanence of the sheet. This is but one use ments. The suit-case effect is abhorred by many, but 

of the paper-punch, a tool as invaluable to the engineers there is much in favor of them. 

as a 30-60 triangle. If you have notes, problems, or reports which you 

How often in the course of your four-year sojourn wish to keep for future reference, bind them in some 

here, do you sign your name to problems and other manner. Any stationer will punch them and provide 

papers which you turn in? In how many books have them with card-board covers for ten or fifteen cents 

you scribbled your name? Figure it out and you will if you will trouble yourself to take them to him. Some 

find that it totals quite a bit of penmanship and time. prefer a regular binding; this is more permanent but 

Yet for twenty-five cents you can obtain a rubber stamp does not permit of further additions. 

of your own name which will speedily print it in a Much more could be said, but all engineers have 

uniform and legible fashion. However, don’t sign your some ingenuity and, doubtless, many have plans and 

checks with it. ideas better than these. They should be taken in the 

There are certain places in your textbooks, particu- light of suggestion and not as a working model. The 

larly in handbooks, to which you wish to refer often. satisfaction obtained by working with all of your ma- 

The easiest solution to what can be an arduous and ex- terials and tools at hand and with some semblance of 

asperating task is to glue small thumb-tabs to those system can be truly appreciated by those who do and, 

particular pages and label them. Reference to them is more particularly, by those who didn’t but now do,
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L. T. Socarp ! 

OUR COVER The cover on this issue of the JOIN YOUR Would you like to meet the fel- 
Wisconsin Engineer is taken from ENGINEERING lows who are studying the same 

a photograph of the senior electrical and mechanical SOCHETY things that you are studying now, 
engineers who took the western trip. The photograph —or will be studying in a year or two? Would you 
was taken at the Hawthorne works of the Western like to get together and swap experiences; meet your 
Ielectric Company. “profs” when they are just real “guys” and not in peda- 

_ gogical guise; or listen to tales of the engineering world 
THE ENGINEER, Did you ever hear an alumnus of told by men who have battled the game for years? If 
YESTERDAY the engineering college talk of the you would, join the student chapter of the professional 
AND TODAY él dayy when ke was dit School? society of your chosen branch of engineering. 

According to him the plumbers of Each of the five branches of engineering into which 
that day wore corduroy trousers and flannel shirts OUT college is divided has a student chapter of the 
every day except Sunday. They smoked corn-cob pipes, tional society of that branch. These student groups 
and chewed plug-tobacco, and they grew hair in their Meet every other week in the evening from 7:30 to 

ears. 9:00 o’clock, A short business meeting is followed by 
A hardy crew; but one wonders whether or not @ Program of engineering interest. There are talks by 

these verbal (and verbose) pictures of our predeces- members of the faculty, practicing engineers, or by the 
sors are not the fruit of the describers’ imaginations. Students themselves; there are sometimes illustrated 
Did you ever read Old Siwash or Stover at Yale and lectures; and, occasionally, there is a “movie” of some 
compare the college life described therein with life on engineering development, obtained through the joint 
the Wisconsin campus today. The effect is much the action of two or three of the societies. 
same as a comparison between “then” and “now” in Through the societies the student is afforded a con- 
the engineering college. tact with the engineering profession which he could 

However, the engineers of yesterday were much receive in no other way. Furthermore, he becomes 
more clannish than those of today; their building was acquainted with men from the Freshman to the senior 
their castle and it was worth a co-ed’s life to pass up class; he makes friends within his profession with 
its cigarette strewn walk and through its matched- whom he may keep in touch in later life. Finally, the 
scratched doors. The favored sons of St. Pat hooted student chapters provide the stepping stone to affiliation 
their “shyster” neighbors oftener and took delight in with national organizations, 
being hard-boiled. There is more to an engineering education than 

Today, the engineer differs little from the rest of books and reports; if you doubt this, drop around some 
the school. He wears white shirts, bow ties, and four- evening as a self-invited guest of the society. You will 

| button suits with the rest of them. Only the protrud- pe as welcome as a check from home. Signs announc- 
ing slip-stick remains to establish his identity. ing the meetings are posted in the Engineering Build- 

Can this white-collar engineer step into the battle, ing. Be on deck the next time your society meets. 
which engineering offers, and fight his way as the old 
engineers have done? We think so. Clothes do not “ . . 
make the man and, certainly, clothes cannot undo him. I hold every man a debtor to his profession, from When he has finished his schooling and has doffed the which as men of course do seek to receive counten- 
“kollege-kut” for jumper, or boots and corduroys, he ce and profit, so ought they of duty to endeavor 

| will have every chance for success that his predeces- ‘emselves by way of amends to be a help and orna- sors had. . ment thereto.” Francis Bacon 
Old timer, don’t pity the student-engineer of today. a 

He will show his worth. ART ANTIQUES The art collection that adorns the 
a halls and rooms of the Engineering 

OO Building is rapidly acquiring the interest and value that 
Vision is — pertain to relics of antiquity. 

To see what others do not see For example, there is the picture of the superheated, 
| To see further than they see nickle-plated, gilt-edged, brass-trimmed, double-umbil- 

To see before they see. Joun R. Morr (Concluded on Page 84)
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you deserve it! 
*“Give me a log with Mark Hopkins at one end 

of it and myself at the other,’’ said, in effect, 

President Garfield, ‘‘and I would not want a 

better college.’’ 

But if Mark Hopkins was an inspired teacher, it 

isjust as true that James A. Garfield was an inspir- 

ing student. 

Sometimes Garfield’s praise of his professor is 
quoted in disparagement of present day faculties 

—the assumption being that we as listeners are 

sympathetic, all that we ought to be—and that 

it is the teacher who has lost his vision. 

Is this often the case? 

It is the recollection of one graduate at least 

that he did not give his professors achance. Cold to 
in . their enthusiasms, he was prone to regard those 

Published in men more in the light of animated text-books 
the interest of Elec- . trical Development by than as human beings able and eager to expound 

an Institution that will their art or to go beyond it into the realm of his 

| be helped-by what- | own personal problems. 

sven helps the This is aman to man proposition. Each has to go 
Industry. 

half way. Remember, there are two endstothelog. 

western Lleciric Company 
Wherever people look to electricity for the 

comforts and conveniences of life today, the 
Western Electric Company offers a service as 
broad as the functions of electricity itself. 

Num ber 33 of a series 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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Use Low Cost Mainten Method. se Low Cost Maintenance Methods 

If a Wisconsin Highway Patrol can keep seven 

miles of gravel or earth road in travelable condition, 

and a Wehr Grader, with one man, can keep twenty 

miles of the same road in at least as good condition — 

: the investment in a Wehr Grader is certainly justified. 

The Wehr Grader will keep twenty miles of average 

Wisconsin roads in good condition, and at a very low 

cost. 

If every Patrol section in Wisconsin was to be 

maintained by a Wehr Grader, there would be less 

demand for high cost concrete pavements. 

Now is an opportune time to go into the road 

maintenance problem with a Wehr Engineer. 

hr C Mil Wi Wehr Company, - Milwaukee, Wis. 

Distributors in all Sections of U. S. and Canada. 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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F. D. Brancu 

CHEMICALS A. B. Hawkins, m ’21, writes from Tuscon, Arizona, that 

Gerald Anderson, ch. ’22, is a cadet engineer with the he was married to Miss Lucy Rogers 718, on Dec. 24, 1922. 

Wisconsin Public Service Corporation at Sheboygan, Wis. Their address is 843 East Lee St. 

He was married to Miss Fern Anderson on Oct. 31, 1923. B. E. James, m ’21, is the author of an article appearing 
Robert W. Cretney, ch. ’21, was married to Miss Mary in the December issue of the Electrical Journal. “Butts” 

Shear on Oct. 17, 1923, at Radnor Heights, Va. Their home is in the Motor Engineering department of the Westing-" 
address is Monroe, Louisiana. house Co., at East Pittsburg, Pa. 

John B. Edwards, ch, 15, was married to Miss Virginia Fred C. Stewart, m ’23, is superintendent of grounds and 
Cornwall on Nov., 17, 1923 at Ottawa, Ill. Their home buildings at Albion College, Albion, Michigan. 
address is 655 Tonti St., La Salle, Ill. Harold Suhs, m ’10, is head of the steam apparatus de- 

J. M. Gillet, ch ’15, is now employed by the Victor Chem- partment of the Nekoosa Edwards Paper Co. at Port 
ical Co., Chicago. Edwards, Wisconsin. 

W. V. Hanks, ch. ’23, was married, on December 29, Benjamin F. Wupper, m ’23, together with M. A. Giles, 
1923, to Miss Mary Haley, at Tulsa, Okla. He is now en- ™ 22, and Roy Anderson, m ’23, is studying patent law at 
rolled in the school of Chemical Engineering Practice of George Washington University. His address is 1307 Clifton 
the Mass. Institute of Technology. Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. He expects to spend two 

H. H. Tobin, ch. ’23, is a cadet engineer with the Coal and one-half years more on the course. 

Products Co., at Joliet, [linois. oe 

CIVILS ApS doa 
Wm. G. Huber, ¢ ’20, is working on projects for dams 1 EGS A 

for the West Virginia Power and Transmission Co. in the af * ALB ON 1Y, “Cr. 3 

hydro-electric department of the West Penn Power Co. of ak ~ 1. ZZ 3 4. 

Pittsburg. His address is P. 0. Box 215, Davis, West a a , ess 4 
Virginia. Bi Fa Wn grrr 

Charles E. Jones, ¢ 710, is with the Southern California SNA - | ran oA 
Edison Co. at San Diego, Calif. ee oc ye as 

William N. Jones, c ’05, C. E. ’10, has the contract for > — _ _ C Oo= a <> —=- 

the erection of a $3,000,000 hotel at Memphis, Tenn. — ww wr ‘ _———- 

I. W. Mendelsohn, c 717, is with the U. S. Public Health hn Ss AA _ —— 

Service as a sanitary engineer, His address is 420 Call ~—~ ae vb NAG 
. . oie oN 

Bldg., San Francisco, Calif. _ we ~ 

John L. Savage, c ’03, is chief desiging engineer for the 4 a ee yy — a 
Bureau of Reclamation, Denver, Colo. een yD yy ae: y\% CS Y mG > > 

Walter C. Thiel, c ’22, gives his address as 405 West < 7h 4 32 WA: vi UA COO) a 

Fourth St., Long Beach, Calif. ey ig if AY Aa. WD? 
ELECTRICALS ~¥ @- Ne a \TRN 

Jerome Gefke, e 717, is general problems engineer with Wear Ug \f Wee yk » 

the Wisconsin Telephone Co. at Milwaukee. it Wifes - =€ WL 
Harry Miller, e ’21, is with the Menominee and Marinette a fe CONG ‘oo ” iG C 

Light and Traction Co. with headquarters at Menominee, ot ge qs "wy o KN esheet 

Mich. yee ys * / gi m1 

Ernest Morse, e 718, is a sales engineer with the Hayton k ao , * f, i] 

Pump and Blower Co., Appleton, Wis. y . Wa 

Ray Paulus, e ’22, is doing special development work in Sots ~ Ge a re Carpe vee 

hydraulics at the West Allis works of the Allis-Chalmers _Frep C. STEWART 1S SUPERINTENDENT OF 
Mfe. Co., Grounps AND Burtpincs ar ALBION COLLEGE 

Robert Siegel, e ’21, is toll fundamental plan engineer for MINERS 

he Wisconsin Telephone Co. at Milwaukee. : . 
t Ralph Jourdan, min, ’21, is an assayer for the American 

GENERAL Smelting and Refining Co. at their Garfield plant at Gar- 

Robert L. Rote, g 710, is engaged in general contracting field, Utah. 

at Monroe, Wis. A. E. Montgomery, min, ’22, gives us his address: J. O. 
MECHANICALS Ross Engineering Corporation, 549 W. Washington St., 

R. A. Grant, m ’17, is a sales engineer in the condenser Chicago, Ill. 

department of the Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co. Wm. F. Uhlig, min. ’21, announces the arrival of a 

Charles Higson, m ’07, E. E. ’13, is president of the Utah daughter, Miss Elenor Lucille, on Dec. 9, 1923, at 4306 

section of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers. Maoren Ave., East Chicago, Indiana. 

Fred H. Dorner, m ’05, has recently been elected presi- Gilbert Wegner, min. ’22, is an assayer at the Tooele 

dent of the Engineer’s Society of Milwaukee. plant of the International Smelting Co. at Tooele, Utah.
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The Itxtension Division has recently enrolled for my line”. We hope to be able to secure an article from 

Course 222 “Refrigeration”, Mr. Frederick Palmer of Mr. Palmer for The Wisconsin Engineer. 

the architectural firm of Palmer and Maloney, Yakima, a 

Washington. Mr. Palmer is a man of above 50 years The annual University 

and states that he has been in architectural work for Extension Christmas party 

.30 years in various capacities. He has further advised was held on the first floor 

us that during the past year he has designed four school of the University Extension 
buildings, some heavy warehouse construction, besides Building on Friday after- a 

other work of the same general character. The accom- noon, December 21. Profes- oo 

panying illustration shows one of the school buildings sors Edgar B. Gordon and | [gal Fd 4 

designed by this firm. Lelia Bascom distributed the wie | 5 

gifts. Refreshments were a i ‘/ __ 

se | served by the ladies on the wee 
sof amen | Breall pF 
Ce Sera aculty. rp Pep 

Ea tae TCC er ee ate i All 
fue naa maicas ae PCOS SC Ae TT on ee | woe pgs 
Seat pours ected cere = ae eee at REIT Marshall E. Graff, District a ‘| ee , ee ae 
eee ee enn Representative, has com- ns 

. pleted the organization of i 
ScuooL BuitpinG DesiGNep ny PALMER AND MALONEY, . Cae ets ENE SCS 

Vv Ww Mr. Pal : Engi two classes in the paper mills 
Y AKIMA, ASHINGTON. Mr. almer is an Engineer- : 

: Loe at Mosinee. One group of 4 seine 
ing student of the Extension Division. er 8 if Tony TORBJARNSEN, 

: men is registered for the RocHELtE. Int. Ail 

Nine years ago Mr. Palmer enrolled for the course course in Shop Sketching Extension Student 
in Heating and Ventilating and completed the 20 as- and the other for the course in drawing at work 
signments in less than two months with a grade of 94. on The Manufacture of Sul- in his home. 
He also completed Course 418 with the Civil Engineer- phate Pulp. 

ing Department. He gives as his reason for taking the —— SESS 
Refrigeration Course that fruit storage is a common Much interest is being shown in the engineering 

problem in his locality and adds “I wish to keep fit in classes at the Nekoosa-Edwards Paper Company at 

Lt LLL bLA db bk dhbcdddnkbat thet e; 1, 
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Port Edwards and Nekoosa. The Steam Engineering Engineers in Milwaukee will be especially interested 

class under Professor Ben G. Elliott and the class in in the course of six lectures by Professor Carl Russell 

Electricity are making good progress. Fish of the University of Wisconsin which has been 

a arranged by the University Extension Division in co- 

E. L. Knebes, correspondence student in Civil and operation with the City Club of Milwaukee. Some of 

Structural Engineering, is Assistant Engineer of Mil- the outstanding social, economic, and political problems 

waukee. of the day will be discussed from their historic back- 

a 2 ground. 

L. E. Chase, correspondence graduate student in The following are the dates and topics of the lec- 

Civil and Structural Engineering, is Assistant City En- tures: 

gineer of La Crosse, Wisconsin. January 18 — The Problems of Economics, Finance, 

Co . _ and the Social Classes. (How economics and finance 

Earle W. Richardson, correspondence student in Civil are overturning social classes) 

and Structural Engineering, is Junior Engineer in January 25 — Economic Units versus National ” 

charge of the Cost Department of Public Buildings and Units. (The conflict of economic and national bound- 

Grounds, Washington, D. C., under the Chief of Engi- aries) 

neers, U. S. Army. _ February 1 — Bolshevism, Facismo, and Normalcy. 

Merritt Hutton, correspondence graduate student in February 8 — Migration or Population Movements. 

Civil and Structural Engineering, is a Consulting Min- ae cer be a — The Washington Conference and 
: Sactnppr. 3 far East. 

ing Engineer in = nll February 29 — The World Court and International 

William Artingstall, correspondence graduate student Relationships. . 

in Civil and Structural Engineering, consulting engi- Each lecture will treat of a separate subject and 

neer, Chicago, has been made consulting engineer with Will be complete in itself. The lectures begin promptly 

the Department of Public Works, Chicago, reporting at eight o’clock. Tickets may be secured at 471 Van 

directly to Col. A. A. Sprague, commissioner. His Buren Street or at the City Club. 

duties include handling the city’s supervision of the se —_ — : —— —= 

Illinois Central terminal, Union Station, and other rail- | iaaeeyesgpeeemeetan nese osercueaerat ee 

road terminals, in addition to all matters coming to the - A at eae Y oe 

commissioner by special ordinance. ee gd 
ere a ee ae se 

Among the engineering subjects offered in the eve- ee oe Pa ' Lo 

ning courses of the Extension Division at Milwaukee Z - / ee 2 ™ if a 

for the second semester, none of which carry univer- 7 =a | ll ae a 

sity credit, are the following: eer OA é 5 Te) ae 

Architectural Drawing et ican a aaa i ey 

Electrical Design a —— ge PS 

Elements of Structural Theory nS a 

Estimating for Builders pb OBS ~ 

Metallurgy of Iron and Steel bee 

Reinforced Concrete 

Shop Mathematics Laporatory Work By CorrESPONDENCE. An E.v- 

Surveying tension student in Steam Enginecring making a@ 

Whenever there appears to be a sufficient demand flue gas analysis during a boiler test conducted by 

to warrant the starting of a class, the Extension Divi- an Extension Class at one of the plants in Appleton. 

or 5 ae feist ee ee any line The many responses which have been received in 

, reply to the letter regarding the new cooperative plan 

Mr. Nathan Harris, formerly Instructor in Highway eas the Wiseonsit Engiteer ‘have ‘been most gratify 

Inspection and Highway Construction in the Milwaukee ng. Wet only, ave many students sent mn a autlie 

Extension Division classes, is now employed by the somptions: Bit many others Have signified their interest 
City Land Commission of Milwaukee. as future contributors. The work in which Engineering 

Extension students are engaged represents many varied 

The Engineering Data Sheet recently sank ik 46 lines of endeavor, and many valuable and interesting 

the fieldmen for distribution has received much favor- articles Sioule be eprelipeseing> _ 

able comment. This sheet, which is in blue print form, Mr. Mathew Hendrickson, a student in the Struc- 

contains much valuable engineering data. A copy will tural Design Course, was killed at a railroad crossing 

be sent to any extension student or to any other person near Slinger, Wisconsin, on the evening of December 

interested, upon request. . 27:
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_ , LIQUID OXYGEN USED IN BLASTING walls of buildings were reduced 10%, the annual saving 
; Liquid oxygen explosive has been successfully used o£ coal in the United States would be eight million in Colorado by the Department of Interior in experi- tons. The importance of this figure is further appre- 
mental mine blasting and road construction work at a ciated when it is recalled that a further very great sav- 
cost of approximately one-half that of the gelatin dyna- ing in motive power, railway equipment and team haul- 
mite required to do. the same work. The experiments age would be affected by the primary saving. 
were conducted by E. D, Gardner, mining engineer of 
the Bureau of Mines, in co-operation with a representa- Oo 
tive of the Compressed Air Corporation. . REFUGE CHAMBERS FOR MINES 

.\ liquid oxygen explosive consists of gas black, wood The United States Bureau of Mines has advocated 
pulp or some other carbonaceous material made up into that refuge chambers be built in the main sections of 
cartridges and soaked in liquid oxygen. This explosive ™nes. After an explosion or during a mine fire men is detonated similarly to ordinary dynamite with cap might retreat to these chambers and close themselves in 
and fuse or with electric detonators. until help arrived. Such chambers should be provided 

The liquid oxygen was obtained from a plant de- with drinking water, canned food, and compressed air. 
signed to furnish oxygen gas and was shipped to the Small refuge chambers have been established in some 
point of use in Dewar flasks, which are made on the Of the coal mines in the Central States, where there same principal as thermos bottles. have been many explosions during shotfiring time, and 

_ these chambers have saved lifes. The usefulness of 
BELGIAN RADIUM these places has been discussed in Technical Paper 24 

The new plant which has been erected near Antwerp of the Bureau, entitled “Mine Fires.” 
to smelt the ore from the Belgian Congo, is expected 

to produce three or four grams of radium per month. 
As this quantity is in excess of the world’s present = MERCURY BOILER ; 
demand, endeavors are being made to find industrial The mew ‘mercury boiler 1s the result of ten years 
uses for the metal. The American ore mines have been experimentation by Dr. William Leroy Emmet of the 
closed for the present, owing to the comparitively rich General Electric Company. To transfer the stored-up 
content of the Congo ore which has enabled the price power of fuel into mechanical energy, it uses every- of radium to be reduced very materially, thing at least twice. The fuel-gases are used for four 

. distinct purposes before being allowed to escape up 
ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT FOR JAPANESE the smoke-stack, and the mercury is used over and 

EARTHQUAKE ZONE over without being allowed to escape at all. 
The Westinghouse Electrical International Company In the boiler process the mercury is turned into va- 

has received orders for electrical apparatus to be used por in a boiler much smaller than those now in use 
in reconstruction work in Japan totaling well over a for steam, and the vapor does its first work in driving 
million dollars. Other orders which will bring the total a special mercury-vapor turbine. This cools the vapor 
amount to approximately two million dollars are in only slightly, and it is still over three times as hot as 
course of negotiation. boiling water when it goes into a condenser where it 

a ree is cooled by water, just as in any ordinary power sys- 
KEEPING HEAT INDOORS tem. But the water used to condense it is turned into 

The question of keeping heat within buildings is to be steam at a high pressure, carrying much heat. This is 
a subject of inquiry by the United States Bureau of because mercury does not boil and vaporize below 677 
Standards. ‘Tests are proposed whereby the properties degrees F., while water vaporizes at 212 degrees F. This 
of typical outside wall construction with and without steam, after going through a superheater, is sent into 
hollow air spaces will be investigated from the thermal other turbines or engines of the ordinary type, just as 
point of view. The importance of determining the though it came from prosaic boilers instead of the mer- 
most effective wall construction will be realized when  cury condenser. 

it is known that if the heat losses through the exterior (Concluded on Page 84)
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BRITISH RADIO FANS MUST PAY { _ Rages 

FOR BROADCASTING SS i Ch Ae eS se cai 

It may appear surprising to Americans  ¥ i Bey All = 

that radio broadcasting on a large scale ~ Nl ou/f) Ln —) 

has not yet been begun in Great Britain. Nhe The Tool eR 

The reason is that British Government \ fe PENYOUL 

authorities and the radio manufacturers i= of eal 

have been making haste slowly in order ea anr . ode e cll 

to avoid what the London Times calls te FEEH # C 1 a | 

“the endless confusion which has oc- a EL Iv1 ization mi 

ctitred in the United States, where broad- re WHERE man once toiled with hand tools to 

casting has been allowed to grow haphaz- ty quarty his stone, dig his ores and build his high- Ly) 

ard.” Broadly, the British scheme is to H ways and canals, he now employs explosives power. es 

have all broadcasting done by a single He has created a force that makes possible the a 

organization which will be sanctioned by economical production of almost every article of 

the Government, operated by the manu- commerce, a power that he can completely control. 

facturers of receiving sets, and financed Tron, the basis of industry, al for electrical 

jointly by both. apparatus, zinc, lead, precious meta s—all are mined 

“The six principal manufacturers of with explosives: ‘be miter muse blast his can 

xii . a mine it economically. From graphite for pencils totale 

radio equipment in Great Britain have for face powder, explosives are used to extract min- 

incorporated a broadcasting company, erals and metals from the earth. Everything that goes 

stock ownership in which will be available into building construction—stone, marble, gypsum, 

to themselves and to any other manu- lime, cement—is obtained by explosives power. Rail” 

adian receiui + : roads, highways and canals are built with the aid 

facturers of radio receiving equipment in of dynamite 
5 Wasi wend > . : 

- Bs Coosem Chet — a On the farm, dynamite has become a servant that 

i ‘ngineer o clears land of stumps and boulders, drains swamps, 

the International Western Electric Com- revitalizes the soil and aids in the planting of trees. 

pany and President-Elect of the British So, explosives power has become the tool of modern 

Institution of Electrical Engineers, who civilization, And in the production and development 

has just arrived in the United States. gf eqns du Poor Company has been os 

7 m ea cty ~ + 
over 121 years—always 

he Broadcasting Company will have 2 ieee ahesd 0 eres achievenicnta and ee 

capital of 100,000.00 pounds, which has anticipating industrial needs. 

been guaranteed by these six manufac- E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO., INC. 

ene. . . : . Explosives Department 

‘The question which is. beginning to WILMINGTON, DELAWARB 

draw more and more attention in America 

as to who shall pay the very considerable Se —— - aE 

expenses of operating broadcasting sta- Le s (| [Al (-) [\ : <I>, 

tions and furnishing satisfactory programs, hy | fit d “Oy 

has been solved in Great Britain in an fi EXPLOSIVES 

ingenious way,” said Mr. Gill. Over there, \\ c Ly 

amateur receiving sets have always  re- Sy : i D 

quired a license from the Post Office = i i g 

Department, which has supervision over = 

all forms of communication. This license OOOO eee — 

fee is 10 shillings per annum, or about $2.20. The Post voir, the amount of iodine in the water going to the 

Office has agreed to pay to the Broadcasting company consumers thereby being raised to one part in one bil- 

half of this annual fee. The Postmaster General lion parts. This treatment was continued for two 

believes it is to the real interest of the country that weeks and is now being repeated. The cost will amount 

the Government should assist in providing first-class to about $2,000 per year, and the benéfit to the com- 

broadcasting service. munity will be incalculable. 

IODINE AS A CURE FOR GOITER From a lab report on the Orifice. 

Following the conclusive proof by science that goiter A larger scale would still result in a straight line 

is confined to those whose food supply is deficient in because the discharge in cu. ft. is constant threw-out 

iodine, the authorities at Rochester, N. Y. have taken the HOLE experiment. 

definite steps to eradicate the disease within the area ——— 

supplied by the local waterworks. Early this year 16 Civil—Are you taking hydraulics too? 

pounds of sodium iodide were added daily to the reser- Electrical—No, hydraulics three.
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s | | Home Cooking at Reasonable Prices | 
| The “Y” Cafeteria is not conducted for personal profit. If there is any i 
i income, it is expended in behalf of University Students through the reg- i i ular activities of the Association. | | 

! University “Y” Cafeteria 
| ANNA LUDACHKA, Mgr. 740 LANGDON st. j 
a 
Fett tt ttt ttt 

tt tt A Nt 

LEADING FLORISTS 
i i i Flowers for All Occasion i ; i F.T.D. GUARANTEED SERVICE F.T. D. i i A Man's Store ! | WE CATER TO STUDENT PARTIES 

i Our Corsage Bouquets a Specialty i. 

A separate department, set en- NEW YORK FLORAL CO. i tirely apart from the rest of our i i Cor. Mifflin & Carroll Sts. Phone B. 476 i 

store. Here University Men i ALPHA FLORAL CO. i 
i find the apparel they fancy for | | Bo State Se Phone F. 3496 | i . . i Ft tt tnt tt ttt ttt nt tt ta i it is to this group, and this i 
i group alone, that the Co-Op i [ ~ 7 

caters to. And of course the | ENGINEERS | 
i prices are right. | ! | | ' Increase Your Efficiency | | to | | I [ i THE CO-OP ii DRINK 

i E. J. GRADY, Mer. | | | 
i | Morgan's Malted Milk 

i to] 
1 | thn ett ttt 

0 ttt a | | | Pf 7). R ; | START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT | Pleiffer's Restaurant | | ca | | lj Buy Your Student Supplies at 
(THE CAMPUS) ' | 

| 

| Lt NETHERWOODS ! ; ADJOINING THE LOWER CAMPUS | | l 
' i 519 State 

j Music During the Supper Hour | i Stationers Printers i 
| t | Be tate ttt tata et tt tt att ttt tt ttt tte 

All the New Music at HOOK BROS.
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F ° ATHLETICS 
TLIO DUOC OOOO CCC CTC oa 

E. R. SUMMERs 

BASKETBALL did not come to their rescue this time, however, be- 

So far the thrills of the 1924 basketball season have cause they were forced to be contented with the small 

been furnished by the relentless struggles between end of a 27 to 7 score. That was the night when the 

Hoosier and Badger. The Hoosier state has always Meanwell machine was working to perfection. 

been famous for netmen. In fact, Purdue, Indiana The basketball season was progressing quite nicely, 

University, Butler, Franklin, and De Pauw could form in fact, until Franklin arrived upon the scene and 

a formidable 
gave the Car- 

jinx for 
=] <dinals  some- 

any conference : ; : thing new in 

team. No & & © e 2 ® . -| the form of 

squad realizes a & a io io. : ea ‘ a basketball 

this fact any | | ee ‘ ; & | ‘oil The 

more clearly f:\. \\ iN vie : & ys Oe (Ye “| -| Badgers had a 

thes does our fr Q a + ‘ ¥ ! EN j sa 6 Ni - ae 15 to 9 lead 

ot uh NE oo at , ) on a De Be at the end of 

Meakin 2 =< ee, le 
vll season 4 1), \/ a So Ge ee ie VAS Sees - . | Then a bit of 

pas Bae th: Vike. AST ay Se a es ; . 

started with a Ce fe i “SA cate ee Aggy (mi | | ove: confi- 

whirlwind just  & cy fe Ns a lee RS od = = Ae ff) lence crept in- 

as the football NS  ‘ Aa ie Se ty wkd % | a to the Mean- 

season did. A ; - = ing .| he a aoa well camp. 

53 to 13 win : e ha 4 . a ee Two | substi- 

from Millikin 2 a¢ | “2 @ a tutes were put 

College show- oe Fe a a r in the game. 

ed the effec- ond oe ; i = : oe Franklin took 

tiveness of the , — ; 7 advantage of 

short-pass_ ma- Tue 1923-24 BasKker BALL Squab. the oppor- 

chine. Perhaps 
tunity and 

Rollie Williams forgot to teach his boys all of the squeezed the lemon hard. Several ringers were made 

tricks of the game. If Rollie’s team is the “son” of in the last few minutes of the second half. Once 

the short pass system, what could Meanwell’s squad started, the Franklin quintet could not be stopped, 

do to the “grandson” ? and they piled up a three point lead, making the score 

De Pauw, however, made things quite interesting 21 to 18 before the gun cracked. In the second half 

for the varsity. Never was a more exciting game Franklin made 12 points in contrast to the Badgers’ 

seen on the local floor. De Pauw, quite confident after 3 points. Franklin deserves its reputation as a wonder 

winning an overtime game with Illinois, put up a won- team, if the team cannot win the game in the first 

derful fight. The faultless guarding of the Hoosiers, half, it is sure to pull the game out of the fire in the 

together with the uncanny ability of White, was al- second. . 

most too much for the Badgers. The short pass sys- Preliminary games were forgotten when the Bad- 

tem seemed to be ineffective against the Hoosier de- gers took on Indiana at Bloomington for the first con- 

fense. After three overtime periods, the game was ference game. After many thrills and breathless mo- 

called a draw because the coaches did not wish to ments Indiana was nosed out by a 23 to 21 score. That 

injure their men by overexertion. score seems to be a popular one down at Bloomington. 

On December 19, the last day before Christmas Those with good memories will probably remember 

recess, a nice surprise was delivered by the varsity in that Indiana nosed Iowa out of the conference 

the form of a decisive victory over the famed Mar- championship last year by the same score. Each year 

quette quintet. Marquette, having defeated Wisconsin the score happened to be in the Badgers’ favor. 

last year, was counting on another victory. Confidence Diebold, guard, cinched the game for Wisconsin
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when he tossed in two field goals in the last few Another relic that shows the remarkable advances 
minutes of play. Gibson, playing his best game of in engineering that had been made two decades ago is 
the season, was responsible for the most of Wiscon- the “Black Diamond Express” with its five wooden 
sin’s points. Varney, Barwig, and Spooner were con- coaches and its antiquated locomotive. This, no doubt, 
tented with one field goal each. Every man on the was palatial equipment in its day, but now, if it is in 
team succeeded in finding the net at least once. service at all, it probably has been relegated to some 

Nyikos, stellar forward for Indiana, was the out- branch line run. 
standing individual star of the game. He made 1s Obviously our college art department needs jazzing of Indiana’s precious points. The next game he showed up a bit. The ideal thing would be some real honest 
much more speed, because he abhors the idea of to goodness paintings of engineering subjects; but such wearing his whiskers until spring. Oh yes, the things come at about one hundred and fifty dollars a 
members of the Hoosier squad did throw _ their square foot. Therefore, we will have to be content with 
razors away until they won a conference game. Some some less ambitious pictures. What shall they be? people are reckless ! 

—H. Kk. 

ICE CARNIVAL 
The annual Ice Carnival will be held on February “ COMPARISON OF OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENGINEER. Mn ‘ : on mepruary ING GRADUATES WITH LARGE AND 15. Gilbert Hoffman ’24 was appointed as head of the 5 : . : . SMALL PLANTS event. Plans are being formed for the best ice carnival P 

ever held on Mendota. The success of the event will (Concluded from aa. ve . ao depend, of course, upon the weather conditions, Ac- than to the man who specializes in but one line. Thus 
cording to the theory of annual averages, an elongated @ man might be a recognized authority My one: branch 
cold wave could safely be predicted. Then skating, of the manufacture of an article, yet be a failure aS 
skiing, and tabogganing can reign supreme. an executive supervising its entirety. The chances of 

relative advancement are greater, but the chances of 
. ‘ : . i sition a s in a small than in a George Martin, grad, has been appointed director holding a better Position are less ma all a" ‘ ee * an - large plant, i. e., a graduate might by persistent effort of winter sports by Coach T. E. Jones. Martin is an “ ; 3 # & 3 rise to be a general manager of a small plant, yet by excellent skater as well as a good ski jumper. Since ; } Rema : A the same amount of effort might have succeeded in ob- Wisconsin is so admirably located for winter sports, - 8 ne : . . Peale rrr . taining a division superintendency in a large plant, the athletic department feels justified in giving its aid eae a : * i : : which is decidedly a more lucrative and responsible to the winter sport enthusiasts. we a position. The graduate of average ability shows the 

. f£ succes: accepting employment in a About 20 hockey enthusiasts answered the first call best degree of success by peebs SMpIOy : : large plant for a short time in order to get experience of the coach. Never was so much enthusiasm shown ‘4 : ¢ . : and then entering a small plant and making use of over the sport before. Several of the varsity players 7. oa lon 3 » . his training. The opportunities offered in a small from last year’s team are back and ready for business. : . ma . . : ‘ 5 plant require that the graduate have practical exper- The team has rounded into form quite rapidly con- | : eed : : ience in order to be able to grasp them, and the exper- sidering the small amount of time that the rink has . * . Fi - : < ience gained in a large plant is often of great valuc. been in shape for practice. Conference games are to : diswi : ae In as much as the small plants are not as strong finan- be played with Minnesota and Michigan. ; : “ cially as the large plants the jobs they offer are less 
secure, This security of position is a question of vital ENGINEERING REVIEW 2 7 B : a more GH 3 importance to the graduate who aims to work in a , rom Pi : : (Concluded From: Page: 80) small plant. If he is resourceful and possesses a fair The adoption of the boiler for general commercial amount of ability he should be able at all times to application is not expected just at present. Improve- secure a position in other allied plants. 

ments and modifications are planned, based on facts In concluding it might be well to state that the to be obtained from the experimental unit installed by question of opportunities is largely a personal one. the General Electrical Company’ at its Hartford plant. > those possessing a love of home ties, the plant in 
the home town is often the best place. To others a | EDITORIALS large plant offers room for fulfillment of ambitions. 

(Concluded from Page 76) In all positions men are needed who see not only 
ical, compound fire-engine that hangs just outside the tomorrow’s needs, but those of the day following. Each 
entrance to the steam and gas laboratory. Presumably graduate should remember that his particular oppor- 
there are still some who can thrill at the mind-picture tunity is the little one that lies squarely in front of of this old ark clanging its way down State street him and not the large one that he eventually hopes to 
drawn by two galloping horses with eyes ablaze and find. Some are born to lead and others to serve—in 
nostrils distended, the driver - hero of all small boys - whatever class he finds himself it is always up to the 
swaying in his seat with every lunge of the fiery steeds. graduate engineer to do his utmost.
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ayy va, of eee 
BETTER LIGHTING NEEDED IN INDUSTRIAL ; 

PLANTS. 
Lim. 

In a paper read before the Iluminating Engineering ag A 

Society, February, 1920, entitled, “A Survey of Industria! a ae 

Lighting in Fifteen States,” R. O. Eastman submitted ee 
some very interesting data regarding the lighting condi- LE go Sp 

tions in industrial institutions. The survey comprises some te oo po =m 

446 institutions, in which lighting was considered by 55.4% Na ee q ‘ee 
as being vitally important, and by 31.6% as being mod- ¥ he an i va 

erately important, and by 18% as being of little im- Nae As i A y 

portance. Practically 58% considered that lighting was i Ke i N 

as important as power in the operation of the plant, and eS re ea 

a small proportion would give more attention to lighting # BE 

than to anything else. i & a, see Li . 

In considering the present condition of lighting as es hae eh) ; ys 

found in the various plants, only 9% ranked as excellent, Nera vib 4 LA 

about %% ranked as good, 29% fair, 18.8% poor, 3.5% very Sal a a 

poor, and 7.8% partly good and partly poor. It was found Bae oo a i} 

that the lighting in the offices was far superior to that in a a 3 

the shops; 19% being excellent, 36% good, 31% fair, and a Z % * es 

enly 18% poor and none very poor. < Sy 

On consulting the executives regarding what factors 

were most important in considering lighting, the following 9 

facts were revealed: Increase of production 79.4%, de- After you ve done your best— 

crease of spoilage 71.1%, prevention of accidents 59.5%, 

improvement of good discipline 51.2%, and improvement of W hat then ? 

hygienic conditions 41.4%. Manufacturers who have good * 

lighting appreciated its value largely from the standpoint 

of its stimulating effect upon output. T= day is not far off when you 

There is no question that any intelligent man who - may be in charge of plant produc- 

carefully considers the necessity for good lighting in an tion. Your first duty will be to take the 

industrial plant, will agree that it is impossible for a per- equipment you have and bring produc- 

son to do as good work, either in quality or quantity, in tion up to the highest possible level. j 

poor light as in good light, but yet the result of a careful i , | 

analysis discloses the fact that only about 407% of indus- Let’s suppose you've done that. 

trial plants are furnishing good light to their workers and Machines are in good order. Work is 

60% are operating under poor lighting. It is hard to properly scheduled. Time studies ! 

understand why such a proportion of concerns can be satis- have been carefully made. Yet costs | 

fied with a condition which is universally admitted to be a . * i 

curtailer of efficiency and a prolific causer of accidents. are still too high. . . } 

The principal cause of this condition is that those in charge Then the only solution will be to get 

ef such establishments have not given the attention to new machines which can do the work | 

lighting that it demands. They do not know what consti- faster at lower power and labor costs. | 

tutes good lighting, and in their absorbing interest of j : 

other factors of production have overlooked a vital one. Such machines as the Brown & 

Every safety official should deeply interest himself in Serpe No. a SO Et ee 

the lighting of his plant and insist upon good lighting as Machine have done wonders in speed | 

much as good goggles, good guards and other necessary ing up production and lowering costs. 

accident prevention equipment. Every production manager Get acquainted with this machine 

should insist upon good lighting because the efficiency of 2 : ‘ 

the working force is increased by the condition of the light- now. Write for this fully illustrated 

ing furnished. The plant physician should examine the LA book describing the machine 

lighting, for eye strain and eye fatigue are directly affectea 4 Coa \ and several typical jobs on 

by poor lighting, as is the hygienic condition. Well lighted 4 re my \ which it has cut costs. 

plants are invariably cleaner than poor lighted places. . a og \ Send for your copy today. 

Plants equipped with Factrolite Glass in all windows aré Vas bs \ 

well lighted. ae ye . 

J£ you are interested in the distribution of ligt’ A ous > BROWN &SHARPEMEG.CO. 

through Factrolite, we will send you a copy of Laboratory gp Providence, R. 1, U.S.A. | 

Report—“Factrolited.” = 
a 

MISSISSIPPI WIRE GLASS CO, BROWN & GHARPE . 

220 Fifth Avenue, Machines - Tools - Cutters 

St. Louis. New York. Chicago For Qu pet 

No. 5. = 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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1 | 
40 Wij > | : Founde lacorporate I \ | POS ove | VELVET | a 

; ICE-CREAM | 
SPLICING MATERIALS | —THE ONE SURE BET 

Make Dependable Joints ; i 
OKONITE TAPE is a rubber insulating tape for i . i making splices or joints. Joints properly made with 5 It is the most democratic of all i Okonite tape are impervious to moisture and are as | : strong as or stronger electrically and mechanically | Desserts. | than the insulated wire itself. | g . j joints auatnse mechanical Spey ney oan ee For Beotecting ! It fits smoothly into every oc- i wrap and does not corrode copper wire. Easily handled, eco- | ion and mixes with any- | omic to use. niDUNDEE “A” TAPE is a | £asio y ! SE igh quality Friction Tape— : - z 
fal See | thing or anybody. sesh; ley. . soatrue Friction Tape, far bet i Smooth, delicious, refreshing 
hee af Taisen’ \\\ grade on the market, and meets : and healthful. i 
HS Neng ee the large demand which exists | 

l Ne iors ocd cape, at a lw pre, i Have some with each meal. i EE NG ical mobile and bicycle repairs, i i 
SS bese SS Send for booklet : i meg aS “Splices and Tapes” ! i 

| 
z THE OKONITE CO., Passaic, N. J. i KENNEDY DAIRY CO. | 

NEW YORK ATLANTA “SAN FRANCISCO | 612-629 W. Wash. Ave. -:- Phone B. 7100 ' 
Central Electric Co., Chicago, II. The ED Lawrence Electric Co., Cincinnati, Ohio 

= Pettingell-Andrews Co., Boston, Mass. Novelty Electric Co., Philadelphia, Pa. | | 
ee ne te tt tt tt ttt etn tt ttt ttn 

A A HSH ttt ! 
! BADGER CAFE 
I | Now Under Student Management f 

| WE- SERVE THE BEST OF EVERYTHING i 
1317 University Ave. i 
a 

tt At A AI A AA HHH HHH Ht } 
| | 
| 

| THE PRINT SHOP | 
| 
| | PRINTERS AND ENGRAVERS ’ BROOM AND GORHAM STS. i | 
2 a 

arn era Fe ttt ttt ttt tee 
| 7 ; oN eo 4 Place Your Order for Prom Flowers Now : | The | 

| ; : | 5 ! | University Pharmacy | | 
| ; | | DRUGS 

avo i FLORALCO | i SUNDRIES i | : - | 
| | Artistic Floral Decorations and | Corner State and Lake Sts. j Corsage Bouquets Our Specialty i 

i i 226 State Street Phone Badger 179 i - te ah tt tet ttt entre ttt tt ttt ttt ttn tna Vega Banjos and Gibson Mandolins at HOOK BROS.
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| 

| 

gy y 

155] 

em LL UCC sa! 

L. C. Crew 

The educational programs which are broadcasted by “Have you seen “The Covered Wagon?” 

the University Station WHA on Monday, Wednesday, “No, why? 

and Friday evenings at 7:30 are under the auspices “T can get some good seats cheap!” 

of the University Extension Division. These programs “How’s that?” 

are planned to represent the work and spirit of the “I know the driver!” 

entire = Uni- 
A pair of 

versity and 2 
horn-rim 

should be of (IN YE OLDEN GOLDEN DAYS OF LONG AGO specks, equip- 

interest to : - ped with ana- 

all extension 4 i “) # 2 . 7 NN ~~ stigmat, cellu- 

students hav- 7 ( \ Pe < “ \ - loid lenses 

ing receiving J “ - (o WS a. a goes to the 

sets. of ( i ie gS f = 2 \ wT ga sophomore 

— , , + A ae X( ay ar? I= oS civil who an- 

Some — in- QL / a © We u *) =U M JE 7 \ i nounced to a 

teresting and W oT LE ye 70 SS ZS = wo palpitating 
g a . ae / EL Ee ; 

perplexing KC Sy AS Ke = ago NS - world that his: 

questions w SN hess Sh Wen 3 # \\ gf observations 

come to wr INNS eee = i ae Qa \y “ 2 demonstrate 

the engineer-  |* Om IS oe cat SSS Er \ </ eR that the lenses 

ing depart- e ok Vers A == ark, ¢ Nery Kem fp on surveying 

niet of the ° . \X SS V LNG a \ oo instruments. 

q. <= Lp WOM fit) 2 = 
Extension Di- X& ¥ & ec qos Mid) "6 f_\ s become cloud- 

vision. A re- aN ay em 2a Rf i An: D2 Ne ed with age. 

cent letter LF iy, QO 0 Wa] ot My Q, “if i 0 Without a 

. : A a - ; Ne / a ¥ is find- 
phrased in t as ® P cave ape [fe 9 Mh N/ 4 doubt his find 

technical lan- lA RN Yip _s wy ah 7 D? @ = —\ YW ings will cause 

guage asked re Vy ey a ay dD < Nee the surveying 

for informa- A aT —c | Le a wy QSL a department to 

i cone S a A a rder new in- 
tion concern- ees fl? = ore 

ing  calcula- - {3 C7 C o oa Dy! Soo struments be- 

tions to de- yy — We : ~ ( W/ <) ) = yw fore old age 

termine the Wi) h AW , C Ui, y be renders the 

strength - of iy », - 7 pp 2 2 ae lenses of the 

cylindrical way Vy Se 7] © oud iy ey _ —. present equip- 

containers. A ay fi) — ro i a Ss Ss m e ne Ao 

request ; for Wy Uf CH WH “yy MY if Zo ae a o apedie at 

additional in- AEA Hy vil | i] Wy - ~ e they no longer 

i » Uf Wi Op MY \ ff Hy) YW Z KOU ¢F serve as lens- 
formation re- y Wan if LAUT , Yh Wty fe fA serve as 

ardi Vf) TM Ny Pg i Me Uf Lor a es, but rather 
garding the yf PM i} | Wi Af ip aH, Uf ze <M gt 2, a 

container Yh Mp a is Y, 3° BUG Mi, E a act as shut- 

brought his  @AMgMenmaaia ITD oa TEIN My <= ters. 

problem stat- 

ed in non-technical language. He wrote, “How much JUNIOR DEFINITIONS 

pressure will it take to blow up a tomato can e? An- Cadaverous—Flesheating 

other request asked for the “weight of the state capitol Disseminate—to analyze 

building”. 
Gantry—Upper class of people 

ae Dialectics—study of food 

ist Mutt: “What’s Mechanics 53?” But it’s all right, gang. We can’t spell vacuum with- 

and Mutt: “Ah, that’s the Busting Lab!” out Noah at hand no.—I just looked it up.
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According to the Cardinal there are no girls taking lubricating oil may be reclaimed by apparatus aiready 
engineering, but we notice that there are a lot of engi- commercially available and saved for further use. Such 
necrs taking girls. reclaimed oils will pass all commonly accepted tests 

for new oils such as flash point, viscosity, and sedi- 
ment tests. It is more doubtful whether the reclama- 

Bpuy tion process sufficiently reduces the organic acidity and 
f, ip . sulphur content, but there is some doubt whether this 

G0 ay’ ‘ omy is necessary. There is little possibility that the organic 
Sy 5 IS & J ot acidity will ever be high enough in an uncompounded 

Yi yy oil to cause corrosion. It is often the case that high 
‘y af acidity is accompanied by readiness of emulsification, 

re y but exceptions have been found, so that the value of 
’ vit A the test for acidity must lie in the possibility that an 
x oil of high acidity will not prove durable in use. When 

‘ more is known concerning the best test for durability 
; of an oil, it may be necessary to modify reclaiming 

; methods so that the reclaimed oil may meet such 
CurRVED EcceNtTRIC VELOcITY tests.” 
Members Loaps or STRESS —__—___— 

. THE ENGINEERS’ WESTERN TRIP “ Professor “Pat” Hyland heard someone discussing (Continued from Page 70) 
the possibility of interpreting various emotions and but the guide down at Nordberg soon clamped the lid 
ideas by means of so-called “interpretive dancing.” on his questioning. Smoky—gazing at a ladle in the 

“TIuh,” snorted Pat, “I’d like to see one of those foundry—“How much iron does that thing hold?” women interpret a mechanics problem.” We'll be at Guide—"I can answer everything else---I know nearly 
the Parkway when they put that act on. everything, but that one has me stumped.” 

We can’t see why jazz musicians should be paid e ; 2 CS Qe, 
$15 a day. Riveters, who get only $10 make almost = =. a. , | 7 ee 
as much noise and do something useful besides. —Ex. Ff (O ie “& yy . a 

ON TSA ie SEARO THE RECLAMATION OF CRANK CASE OIL a aN 8 he A git (Concluded from Page ¥1) a, ee wr 
that the plant obtains 10% naphtha, 10% kerosene, 20% SSNS Se ares : (sere 5 _ 
gas oil, and 60% lubricating oil. The above figures == ces Ss, Neos : ———_ 
must give the ratios of the products because it is stated es Cusers ay, ee) ny: © SS 
that there is a 10% loss in the plant. == (ES — iN oe SSS = The Bureau of Standards has devised a. method in _ he Sh BE NX Sa —— 
which the oil is agitated at about 210 degrees F. with 3 TY aN — S56 
steam, the impurities being removed by distillation and = Ce =H z) FZ SS =~ 
coagulation. The waste oil is placed in a steam jacket- — Bid Al c/7 ee ™S Pn. é ed cylinder and heated to 200 degrees F. Steam is a ts Pale We NY he ~ 
then injected which raises the temperature and agitates  ___ L — ee = a ~ 
the oil. The progress of the removal of the kerosene ——— SS ear 
is watched by the use of flash point tests. After pre- i mn a: «. 
liminary agitation a saturated solution of sodium car- Greca’s New Avromatic Device ror CHECKING ‘THE bonate is added and thoroughly mixed for fifteen min- R. P. M. or 4 Car Dumprr utes. The oil is then allowed to settle for about 10 . . . 
hours, keeping the temperature at 180 degrees F. or Gregg—After looking at the automatic Cae dumper higher. At the end of the settling three layers are at the Lakeside Power Plant (This being a device for formed: clear oil, sludge, and water. turning a coal car upside down )—“How many R. P. FE. K. Morice, ch’20, used a method during his M.’s does it make?” At this point Lake Michigan roar- 
senior year here of combined filtration and steam dis- ed loud its indignant expostulation, and the sun hid dillrtion, His losses were large, and, in view of the its face behind a cloud and winked knowingly at far- 
Bureau of Standard work, it seems that solid particles off Arcturus. 
can be easily removed in the sludge. The Gang “Ha ha ha”. Smoky sort of forgot to take Herschel and Anderson, who performed the work notes from then on. Incidentally, earlier in the after- at the Bureau of Standards which is referred to above, noon the same guide asked us if we knew anything make the following conclusions from their work: “Used about hoists. When Rosecky admitted that he knew
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something, the guide said if that was the case he THE EASTERN INSPECTION TRIP 

could’nt tell Joe much, because he himself knew very (Continued from Page 73) 

little. ready for the evening. The Pittsburgh Post invited us 

“Ole” D. J. Quammen has the following record ac- 0 participate in their radio broadcasting program, and 

claimed to be the best of the trip. we accordingly emitted “On Wisconsin”, “Varsity”, 

1. Missed car in Milwaukee for Allis-Chalmers. and a locomotive or two on the intangible ether. Fol- 

2, Missed car in Milwaukee for Lakeside. lowing that we were the guests of the Pittsburgh 

3. Caught car on the fly for the Falk Company. Alumni at a smoker at the Fort Pitt Hotel, and had 

4. Lost between the American Brass and the Sim- the time of our young lives. The alumni put on a great 

mons in Keno. entertainment for us, with movies, talks, sandwiches, 

s. Missed train from Kenosha to Waukegan. and coffee, so that we began to feel that Pittsburgh 

6. Arived late at Sears-Roebuck. was not so bad after all. 

The next day might have been called the day of 

a A eae power plants, we visited only two, but we “sure done 

or i es ee Kigeee ’em up brown”. First was the Colfax Station of the 

a A 3 a ‘ A ee t Duquesne Light and Power Company, which is re- 

ro = ee NS ler sg BT u markable in having its own coal mine half a mile away, 

F | a - 3 : wees Fe 44... the coal being dumped from cars directly into the 

Loa \ 7 hdd we! CAA Ney a ‘a (ta) =o bunkers. A luncheon as guests of the power company, 

ohh 4 cae) Fae 26 ve] eee Rat : and our poor legs were again stretched—this time 

i) ayy Saini ae ila eM : toward the West Penn Power Company’s Plant. This 

ae uae eae oan é is a mine-mouth plant, having an inclined conveyor 

ee Pi ee connecting the bunkers and the mine. Forced draft is 

=e ree ‘ in vogue here, resulting in noticeably short stacks. 

es : ; Steam power plants offer delightful possibilities to one 

. who enjoys climbing stairs, but we were not in that 

At Atiis-CHALMERS category,—and consequently, at the completion of this 

To the original Norwegian work-dodger goes the visit, when Professor Rood announced that we would 

solid celluloid flat iron with chocolate trimmings. The take a side trip to the Alleghany Plate Glass Works, 

second prize consisting of an O’Henry bar goes to there was a noticeable lack of that spontaneous enthu- 

“Touie? Zamzow provided he gives Mollerus half.  siasm that betokens the veteran globe trotter. A trolley 

Now figure out the puzzle in the next conundrum. ride (Toonerville type) revived our spirits consider- 

Down in Kenosha, at the Simmons company, Pat ably, however, and we were fully able to appreciate the 

Hyland and Gus Larson became so interested in bed processes of plate glass manufacture when we arrived 

room furniture that they had a special guide take them at the plant. In fact, some of the party, including Pro- 

on a private trip through the shop. Pat has an awful fessor Rood, found things so interesting that they 

liking for the green suites; Gus seemed to like every- missed the train back and hence returned to Pittsburg 

thing he saw. Since no purchases were made we can an hour or so late. This delay must have taken place 

safely presume that Gus couldn’t decide and that Pat in the shipping department, where the array of girls 

placed all of his money on the game. What we do jn overalls was sufficient to bewilder the most confirmed 

want to know is why Mollerus, Quammen, and Zamzow misogynist. 

also took the side trip? ’Splain dat pliz. At Cleveland we saw storage batteries made by 

New yell originated in the big ten— quantity production methods at the Willard Storage 

Yea, Kenneth! Battery Company. Hoover, who asked whether they 

Yea Scott! were doing any work with alternating current batter- 

Yea, Yea, Great Scott! (followed by great ap- ies, was informed that the plant confined itself exclu- 

plause ) 
sively to direct current batteries. 

Now that Czerwonky knows how to make wall paper, We had luncheon with the Wisconsin Alumni at the 

advises from good authority indicate that he intends to Big Ten Club, with the usual program of talks, songs, 

put Sears-Roebuck out of business. “HOT DOG” is and varsity locomotives. The idea of the Big Ten Club 

looking for three strong men to gather the working was a new one, and showed possibilities for the alumni 

material, and also for a good salesman. There’s your of different colleges to mingle. The group at Cleveland 

chance for the big job, boys. See “Seizzerwonk” for will long be remembered for their abundance of “pep”. 

particulars. Ween tuncheon i were tive to Nela Park by the 

isconsin men, and given the opportunit inspect- 

Pat Hyland—“This is Fiske Street and that’s Quar- ing the snteresting “University of Light”. This ie tha 

ry. All right, about face! home office of the lamp works of the General Electric 

, That’s all from this gang. See you next year when Company, where all lamp experimentation for the 

the juniors show their stuff! “Auf Weidersehen.” Company is carried on. Two features were the model
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store, and the model living room, both designed to By mounting a single-phase to three-phase phase “split- illustrate good and bad types of lighting. ter” on the locomotive and connecting it between the . A delay of half an hour when ten minutes out of single phase trolley and the rail, it is possible to supply Gary raised the hopes of the gang,—visions of a long _ three-phase induction driving motors from a single-phase rest were substituted for expectations of another walk- supply and thus get away from the troubles of a double ing trip, but alas for the fond hopes, we got there with overhead current collection. This system is in operation sufficient time, even for breakfast at the Y. M. C. A., on the Norfolk and Western railroad, a coal carrying ‘during which the following enlightening conversation line. While it simplifies the current collection, this sys- took place: “KVA” Miller, to Eaton “What state are tem still uses the induction motor, which seems to exclude you in?” Eaton “A state of depreciation.” A street car it from general use on railways carrying both passengers ride across Gary, and we wondered at the vast power and freight. 
plant, with its long rows of blast furnace gas engines. It would seem that alternating current is better than ‘The method of pressing car wheels was another at- direct current for generation, transmission and collection, ‘traction. 

but that the direct current series motor is superior to We left Gary, and arrived at Chicago, to witness the any present alternating current motor for general trac- game; saw our team defeated; and returned to Mad- _ tion purposes. Such being the case, it would seem that ison—for sleep—a_ tired aggregation of plumbers. But the advantages of both could be secured if some form all in all, fellows, it was a great trip, and we wouldn’t of non-rotating a. c. to d. ¢. rectification could be de- have missed it for a great deal. veloped in such a way that it could be mounted directly a upon the car or locomotive, with or without a step-down TRUNK LINE ELECTRIFICATION transformer. Attempts to bring out such rectification (Concluded from Page 68) apparatus have been and are being made, but so far ‘tating motor. It has essentially the same characteristics they have not proved at all satisfactory. The mercury as regards torque and speed control as the direct cur- rectifier seems to offer the best possibilities, but up to rent series motor, but it is heavier per unit output, the present it has not been possible to make it satisfac has a lower efficiency, and it has an inherent tendency tory in large enough capacities for railway work. Its toward bad sparking with varying load and speed. If rectification efficiency is too low to make it very satis- it were not for these troubles, this system of electrifi- factory. It is possible, however, that some form of tube cation would be very satisfactory, since large capacity _ rectifier may be developed which will have sufficient generating stations can be used; high potential is avail- capacity and suitable characteristics for this use. able for distribution, and no substations are necessary From the foregoing it would appear that no really unless extra high voltage distribution is desired. Then satisfactory system of electrification has yet been simple, low cost, static transformer substations would brought out, that none of the systems now in use com- be used. If a really satisfactory motor of this type is pletely satisfies the requirements, and that none of them ever developed, this system of electrification would in their present status can properly be taken as the probably be the most satisfactory of all and might — standard system. Each system now running must be prove to be the standard system for world wide use. considered in the light of development. What is needed The three phase system of electrification uses two before standardization can come about seems to be over-head trolleys and the track for the three legs of (1) the development of a suitable high-voltage direct the circuit. The current is fed directly or through poten- current motor with corresponding high-voltage genera- tial reducing transformers to the three phase, wound tors; or (2) inherently better alternating current, series- rotor type induction motors, which have an external type commutating motor; or (3) a variable speed induc- starting resistance. The induction motor is less costly tion type alternating current motor ; or, (4) an equitable and more rugged than the alternating current series non-rotating a. c. to d. c. rectifier. Until one or more motor, and when used with external resistance, it of these are properly developed, railway electrification gives good starting torque. It is also inherently self as a nation wide project is hardly possible, and the regenerating when feeding back into a line to which reluctance of the investigating public is, in a sense, justi- there is already connected a synchronous generator. This fied, But with the rapidly mounting cost of coal, the gives the best possible braking. The induction motor movement towards great hydroelectric developments, is, however, essentially a one-speed motor so long as such as that on the St. Lawrence, and the tying up of the frequency of the current supply is constant. There transmission lines into a superpower system, will tend to has not yet been developed a variable speed induction — stimulate railway electrification, and this, in turn, will motor, and while a constant speed motor might serve sooner or later, bring about these desired improvements. for freight haulage, it is not satisfactory where there is There may then not be one single or standard system also_passenger service. The two overhead conductors of electrification but two or more equally good. Then with two current collectors are also a source of danger the question of electrification will no longer be a ques- and trouble. This alone will probably keep the system tion but a settled fact and economic transportation raised from becoming the commonly accepted method for toa point hard to be realized by those knowing only the electrification. 
present steam railroad methods of today.
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€ of Good Paving 
Hin a sound lesson in pav- 

ing so brief and simple that 

you need not jot it down in your 

notebooks—you can“carry itin your 

head” until the time comes for you 

to apply it. 

On your first paving project after 

college, remember “the ABC of 

Good Paving” — 

/\sphalt for Filler 

Eezrick for Surface 
Fico rushed rock, gravel, 

aL | “oncrete for Base 

anions Sesh and the “D” is Drainage, adequate 

Vitrified Brick nares and well-planned. 
ments,’ a handbook cov- 

ering the subject in detail The result is an enduring, water- 
and containing recom- 

mended specifications. proof, frost- proof and traffic-proof 

Ss roadway which is certain to give 

the longest service at least upkeep 

cost. 

Remember — “‘no brick pavement 

ever wore out from the top down.” 

NATIONAL PAVING BRICK 
MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION 
ENGINEERS BUILDING CLEVELAND, OHIO 

===> VITRIFIED 

PAVEMENTS 
OUTLAST THE BONDS 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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Q mst pay r ‘Te At 5:20 P. M., March 8th, 1920, Wes- 

; | (on ' f N11 Cy tinghouse Turbine Established World’s 

; WAN) ARR Record for Continuous Running. 

\ iy 1 soe a hy i ) \ . . 

HW} WY @ O Hs } 
Tilo Ty | | ie What Engineering Owes 
ay fe 4 i 

Ah HE! 
° 

me | to Good Workmanship 
Ma. | 

hE NK WHEN Wes- i Ff | 2a 

stalled a 45,000 ee OO ee ee 

K. W. Turbine in — rn 1 

the power house of the Narragansett = if. — 

Electric Light Company, Providence, 8 " z 8 . a . | 

R. L, early in December, 1919, there a i. oF Fea Le. 

was no thought of more than the a. ee 2 — oe ee e 

average weekly power house run. _ : Se Nee gece a 

Abnormal weather conditions, how- fe _e LL. _ oF a: q 

ever, brought so steady a demand for a — — — oC a 

down until March 8th, 1920, after a _ . ... 
. 

ee ee es 

continuous run of 84 days, 11 hours, ee. 

and 36 minutes. , . ” 

é * e 45,000 K. W, Westinghouse Cross-Compound Tur ne Unit at the Station of the Narragansett 

This was especially remarkable in that Electric Light Company, Providence, R, I. 

the unit consists of two turbine generator 

sets, each of which operates independently of the Equally impressive, oil was pumped through the 

other, so that the result was the mechanical self-contained lubricating system to the bearings at 

equivalent of operating a single machine contin- the rate of 600 gallons a minute. Had the oiling 

uously for 169 days. system failed for only 30 seconds, the bearings would 

If space permitted, many astounding figures could have been wrecked, and other parts of the unit 

be cited—about the K. W. H. generated during this harmed! 

period, the water and coal used, the cooling system, There is interesting history back of the operation 

the oiling system, etc. of Westinghouse Turbine Units of 3,000 K. W. and 

For example, to keep the generators cool, over higher. Notable records have been made in many 

18,000,000,000 cubic feet of air passed through them, of the world’s great power plants, performance that 

which equals 2,000 times the total weight of the is a tribute to remarkable engineering and good 

generators and their bed plates. workmanship. 

ESTINGHOUSE ; 

ACHIEVEMENT & OPPORTUNITY \—_, 
Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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Pee NS 
ae a MC BSG ii 

Ee SSS OSS All 

ZS. 

munmmn But nobody had 1706-1790 

Printer, journalist, diplomat, ° 
inventor, statesman, philoso- h h: d 

her, wit. O: f th hi if piri, One cfinganteet thought to do it 
ence and the Constitution, 
author of Poor Richard’s Al- . 5 ee 
manack; and one of the most = By bringing electricity down from the clouds eminent natural philosophers 5 z .. . . 
of his time. over a kite string, it was a simple thing 

to prove that lightning was nothing more 
than a tremendous electrical flash. 

For centuries before Franklin flew his kite 
in 1751 philosophers had been speculating 
about the nature of lightning. With elec- 
trified globes and charged bottles, others had 
evolved the theory that the puny sparks of 
the laboratory and the stupendous phenom- 
enon of the heavens were related; but 
Franklin substituted fact for theory — by 
scientific experiment. 

Roaring electrical discharges, man-made 
lightning as deadly as that from the clouds, 
are now produced by scientists in the Re- 

. . search Laboratories of the General Electric Electrical machines . 

bearing the mark of the Company. They are part of experiments 
enera ectric Com- * . % . 

pany, inuse throughout which are making it possible to use the 
the world, are raising Z 

standards ‘of living by power of mountain torrents farther and far- 
i: il- . . 

moan ther from the great industrial centers, 

CS SS ETS SE CS SS SE PEST, 
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